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Twinning plays critical role in the deformation of hexagonal close-packed (HCP) metals. 

Developing HCP alloys with improved properties requires a fundamental knowledge on the 

twinning mechanisms which, however, remain largely theoretical contentions. Here, by using 

state-of-the-art in situ transmission electron microscopy, the atomic mechanisms of twinning in 

HCP metals were unprecedentedly revealed.  

Classically, the most prevalent {1 0 -1 2} twinning proceeds by shuffle-gliding of 

twinning dislocations (TDs). However, this mechanism has been challenged by extensive 

discrepancies in experiments. Here, it was found that the twinning nucleation and growth were 

primarily mediated by direct transformation of matrix prismatic planes into twin basal planes, 

which established the same lattice correspondence as an ideal {1 0 -1 2} twin. In detwinning, the 

twin boundaries retreated from incoherent basal│prismatic and prismatic│basal interfaces to 

coherent twin boundaries; thereafter, the classical TD mechanism dominated in the detwinning. 

The findings demonstrate that the twinning formation is not necessarily a shear-dominated 

process on the twinning plane. Moreover, a new mechanisms of HCP→FCC transformations was 

discovered, which proceeded by {1 -1 0 0}hcp→{1 1 1}fcc transformation. The FCC phase 

assisted the {1 0 -1 2} twinning of the HCP matrix as it transformed back to HCP structure 

through {1 1 1}fcc→(0 0 0 1)hcp transformation. 

It is generally believed that {1 1 -2 1} twinning is mediated by TDs. Here, direct 

evidences for the TD mechanism and theoretical twinning elements were unambiguously 
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revealed. In stark contrast to the general consensus, atomic shuffles happened along 1/6<1 -1 0 

0> on alterative basal planes. Classically, {1 1 -2 2} twinning is a contraction twinning mode. 

Here, a {1 1 -2 2} tension twinning mode was discovered, wherein basal plane was K2. The 

finding was further corroborated by the large twinning shear and dominant elementary TDs. 

This dissertation resolves long-standing controversies in HCP twinning, reveals prolific 

new transformation mechanisms pertinent to twinning, and provides crucial information for the 

twinning-based design and processing of HCP alloys with desired mechanical properties. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

HCP metals are a very useful class of metallic structural materials. For example, magnesium 

(Mg) alloys are among the lightest structural metals and can increase the fuel efficiency of 

spacecraft, aircraft and automobiles by significantly reducing their weights1,2. Unfortunately, 

strength of Mg alloys is generally lower than that of steel; and hence structural parts made of Mg 

alloys are bulky which limits their application in confined spaces. Additionally, the application 

of Mg alloys is also limited by their poor formability and brittle nature at low temperatures3. 

Better applications of light weight HCP metals rise high demand for developing alloys with 

higher strength and ductility. Conventional processing methods (e.g. cold-rolling) suffer from the 

so-called “strength-ductility trade-off”, i.e. the material strength increases at the expense of 

losing ductility. Novel nanoscale microstructure design strategies have been developed to battle 

this trade-off, including grain refinement4, high density twin structure5,6, dual-phase high entropy 

alloy design7, bimodal grain sizing8, hierarchical nanotwin structure9,10, increasing tendency of 

twinning in nanocrystalline metals11. These strategies strengthen the materials by introducing 

interfaces, such as grain boundaries, twin boundaries, and phase boundaries, to block the motion 

of dislocations. Particularly, the use of twin structures and deformation twinning shows 

remarkable efficacy, since twin boundary can serve as blockers to dislocations and, in the 

meantime, as pathways of dislocation motions12.  
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Indeed, twinning plays a crucial role in the mechanical behaviors of crystalline materials 

under extreme loading conditions (e.g. low temperature and high strain rate)5,10,12-15, especially 

nanocrystals and nanocrystalline materials16; and controlling twinning has been demonstrated 

effective in achieving exceptional mechanical properties in FCC and HCP metals5,10,12-14,17. 

Particularly, in HCP metals that are widely used as (or promising) structure materials in 

aerospace, automotive, nuclear, chemical and medical industries, twinning can be profusely 

activated18,19 and critically influences the ductility1, strength, work hardening20, texture 

formation21 and fracture22, primarily because twinning can carry deformation along <c> axis of 

the HCP crystal wherein dislocation plasticity is limited1,19,21. For example, twinning can 

significantly harden HCP metals by rotating grains from soft direction to hard directions and 

causing dislocation transmutation during twinning growth20,23,24. As such, controlling twinning 

and evaluating the twinning-dislocation interaction are inevitable in developing HCP metals with 

superior mechanical performances.  

As stated by Clapp25, “To become a successful modern witch doctor, the atomic 

mechanisms that dominated the transformation processes in materials are critical knowledge in 

predicting and controlling the transformations for optimum microstructures and hence 

properties.”. Designing and processing metals with desired microstructures and mechanical 

properties requires a fundamental knowledge on the atomic mechanisms of deformation. This 

principle has been well-demonstrated by the recent works on dislocation-based alloy design of 

HCP metals1,2. By contrast, twinning-based alloy design and processing have been impeded by 

the elusive knowledge on the atomic mechanisms of twinning nucleation and growth in HCP 

crystals, primarily due to lack of direct experimental evidences on the twinning processes in 

HCP crystals. 
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Thanks to the development of advanced in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

remarkable progresses have been made on the study of atomic deformation mechanisms in face-

centered cubic (FCC), body-centered cubic (BCC) and diamond-cubic nanocrystals26-30. The 

utilization of nanosized crystals benefits the studies of transformations in several ways. First, the 

intrinsic electron-transparency of nanosized crystals enables the TEM study of deformation 

mechanisms at high (or even atomic) resolution. Second, due to the starvation of “conventional” 

dislocation sources (e.g. Frank-Reader source) and lack of ability to store dislocations31,32, 

nanocrystals show a “smaller is stronger” trend33-36; and hence deformation modes, which 

normally require high activation stresses and rarely present in bulk metals, can become active in 

nanosized samples27,28,35-40. Third, it has been suggested that surface nucleation of twinning may 

become prevalent in HCP nanocrystals41,42. Unfortunately, due to a lack of suitable HCP metal 

for atomic-resolution operando TEM study and the difficulties in manipulating nanocrystals, 

application of in situ TEM in investigating the deformation of HCP metals is very limited43-47 

and barely achieves atomic-resolution operando48 which is crucial for acquiring unambiguous 

twinning mechanisms in HCP metals.  

In this dissertation, by in situ deforming rhenium (Re) nanocrystals inside a state-of-the-

art aberration-corrected TEM, the atomistic mechanisms of major twinning modes and phase 

transformations in hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystals are directly visualized. The results 

demonstrate novel mechanisms of twinning nucleation, growth, and phase transformations, 

providing deep insights on the transformation pathways and the shear-shuffle competition in 

HCP twinning. The mechanistic findings lay the foundation for twinning-based alloy design and 

processing of HCP metals with desired microstructure and mechanical performances. 
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Specifically, the investigation encompassed the {1 0 -1 2} twining, {1 1 -2 1} twinning, 

{1 1 -2 2} twinning and HCP-FCC phase transformations, focused on the critical unresolved 

questions in these transformations and, through the atomic-scale operando characterizations, 

established detailed and definitive mechanistic pictures of these transformations. Impressively, 

the results revealed twinning phenomenon that departed from the expectation of classical 

twinning theories, featuring with the dominant role of atomic shuffles in some HCP twinning 

modes, which held great implication for twinning in other double-lattice and multiple-lattice 

crystal structures. In addition, the study provided direct evidences on the deformation 

mechanisms of HCP nanocrystals.  

In Chapter 2, the background of twinning theories and mechanisms for HCP crystals were 

reviewed; based on the literature review, several questions were proposed and hence research 

objectives were listed. 

Chapter 3 introduced the general requirements of a suitable material for in situ TEM 

study, the material used for this research, and the principles of various TEM imaging modes used 

in this study. Then, the experimental methods including the sample preparation methods, crystal 

manipulation methods, experimental setup and procedures were described. 

Chapter 4 focused on the most prevalent twinning mode in HCP metals, i.e. the {1 0 -1 

2} twinning. Theoretical contentions and controversies on this twinning mode were briefly 

introduced. Then, the in situ results on atomic mechanisms of twinning nucleation, growth and 

detwinning were described. Detailed discussions were directed on the consequences of the 

observed mechanisms. Specifically, the observed mechanisms were used to interpret the 

“abnormal” behaviors of {1 0 -1 2} twinning in literatures. 
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Chapter 5 introduced two new mechanisms for HCP→FCC martensitic transformation 

revealed by in situ TEM. The underlying relation between the transformation mechanisms 

discovered here and reported in literatures was revealed, which was also used to interpret the 

observation on {1 0 -1 2} twinning. Thereafter, an effective method for predicting mechanisms 

of non-diffusional transformation was introduced. Additionally, the observations revealed a 

multi-functional role of the FCC phase in mediating deformation of HCP metals. 

Chapter 6 addressed the mechanisms of another prevalent twinning mode in HCP metals, 

i.e. {1 1 -2 1} twinning. The atomic-scale observations revealed twinning elements that were 

consistent with the prediction of classical twinning theories. Additionally, the results showed 

direct evidences on the dominant twinning dislocations and atomic shuffles in the twinning 

process, clarifying long-standing suspicions in the {1 1 -2 1} twinning.  

Chapter 7 focused on the {1 1 -2 2} twinning which was known as a “contraction” 

twinning mode in HCP metals. The debate on the conjugate twinning plane and twinning shear 

were introduced, together with the underlying competition of between shear and shuffle in 

choosing the twinning elements. Here, by tension along the <c> axis of a Re nanocrystal, the {1 

1 -2 2} twinning was unexpectedly (but reasonably) formed wherein the conjugate twinning 

plane was the basal plane. This finding was further supported by the observations on the 

exceptionally large twinning shear and dominant elementary twinning dislocations. Additionally, 

the interactions of {1 1 -2 2} twinning with basal <a> dislocations and {1 1 -2 1} twinning were 

described. Due to its tension twinning nature, the {1 1 -2 2} twinning was found to cooperate 

with {1 1 -2 1} twinning, forming a unique three-fold twinning.  

Major conclusions were summarized in Chapter 8. The outlook in Chapter 9 described 

potential guidance of the findings on the design and processing of HCP metals, and future 
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directions of in situ TEM technology for studying mechanical behaviors of materials. The 

research should be of general interest to people working on twinning theories, mechanisms of 

material transformations, nanomechanics, as well as HCP alloy design and processing.  
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2.0  BACKGROUND 

2.1 CLASSICAL TWINNING THEORIES AND TWINNING IN CUBIC 

STRUCTURES 

In the classical description of deformation twinning, twinning is a shear-driven reorientation of 

the parent crystal18,19,49 and the resultant structure is a reflection of the parent crystal in the 

twinning plane (K1) or a 180o rotation of the parent crystal about the K1 normal18. Specifically, 

twinning is defined by four crystallographic features (named as twinning elements)— twinning 

plane (K1), twinning direction (η1), conjugate twinning plane (K2) and conjugate twinning 

direction (η2). Classically, twinning is achieved by a homogeneous simple shear19 on K1 and 

along η1; during twinning process, K1 and K2 are “invariant” and atoms move in a coordinated 

manner50-52. Based on a “minimum twinning shear” assumption, the classical twinning theories 

were able to predict feasible twinning modes for different crystal structures which has been 

validated extensively in a broad class of crystal structures52,53. 

It is generally believed that twinning formation is mediated by the movement of twinning 

dislocations on the coherent twin boundaries (or twinning planes)50-52,54, which is well-proved by 

in situ observations on the twinning processes in FCC and BCC crystals. Figure 2.1a-c show the 

formation process of a typical {1 1 1} twinning in FCC Cu crystal; as shown in the sequential 

snapshots, the twinning band thickens by successive emission and gliding of 1/6<1 1 2> 
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twinning dislocations (see Figure 2.1d) from the grain boundary. Figure 2.1e-g demonstrate a 

similar process of {1 1 2} twinning formation in BCC W nanocrystal. These observations 

perfectly verified the classical descriptions of twinning which, however, have seen lots of 

challenges in HCP metals. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 In situ TEM observation of twinning formation in FCC Cu (a-d)55 and BCC W (e-g) 

crystals26.  (a-c) Twinning dislocations were emitted from the grain boundary and glided on the 

coherent twin boundary. (d) High resolution TEM image of the twinning dislocation, i.e. a 

Shockley partial dislocation. White lines are the Frank circuit. (e-f) Twinning formation in a W 

crystal under [-1 1 0]-oriented compression. (g) High resolution TEM image of the twin band in 

(f); yellow dash lines mark the coherent twin boundary on (-1 1 2) planes. Scale bars in (e-f), 

5nm; scale bar in (g) 1 nm. 
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2.2 TWINNING MODES IN HCP CRYSTALS 

A total of seven twinning modes within the predictions of classical twinning theories have been 

discovered experimentally in HCP metals (see Figure 2.2). Depending on the strains generated 

along the <c> axis, twinning modes in HCP crystals are divided into two categories: contraction 

twins and tension twins56. In Ti or Zr alloys, {1 0 -1 2}, {1 1 -2 1} twinning are tension twins 

and {1 1 -2 2} twinning is contraction twins; and these are the three major twinning modes in 

room temperature deformation of Ti alloys57. {1 0 -1 2} twinning is the most prevalent twinning 

mode and can be found in all HCP metals52,58. Compared with twinning in cubic structures, a 

significant difference in HCP twinning (or twinning in double-lattice structures) is that 

homogeneous twinning shear alone normally cannot carry all atoms in the parent lattice to the 

correct twin positions19. As a result, additional atomic movements, called shuffles18,19, are 

necessary to accomplish the twinning process. In classical twinning theories, feasible twinning 

modes in HCP crystals are also believed to have small twinning shear18,19,49,51. In dealing with 

atomic shuffles, the classical twinning theories further assume that feasible twinning modes 

should have “simple” atomic shuffles. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic illustrations of the seven twinning planes and slip planes for <a> 

dislocations in the HCP unit-cell.52 

 

Nonetheless, smallest twinning shear and simplest atomic shuffles normally cannot be 

achieved simultaneously in the same choices of twinning elements. As a result, a competition 

exists between shear and shuffle in choosing the twinning elements. For example, classical 

twinning theories based on above assumptions predict that the K2 plane for the {1 1 -2 2}<1 1 -2 

-3> twinning should be {1 1 -2 -4} plane19,59, where twinning shear is relatively small (b3 in 

Figure 2.3) but required shuffles are large and complex (see Figure 2.4a-b60). By contrast, if the 

K2 plane is {1 1 -2 -6} plane, required atomic shuffles are larger but the twinning shear becomes 

smaller (b4 in Figure 2.3); if the K2 plane is {1 1 -2 -2} plane, required atomic shuffles are 

simpler but the twinning shear becomes larger (b2 in Figure 2.3); if the K2 plane is (0 0 0 1) 

plane, atomic shuffles are not required59,61 but the twinning shear becomes extremely large (b1 in 

Figure 2.3, ~1.2 for Mg)62. Moreover, recent atomistic simulations proposed that, when the K2 

plane for {1 1 -2 2} twinning was (0 0 0 1) plane, the twinning shear could be reduced by half if 

atoms shuffle along the twinning shear direction (see Figure 2.4c)60. Computational simulations 

have been carried out extensively to explore the active K2 plane in {1 1 -2 2} twinning and 
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revealed different results60-65. Due to a lack of strong experimental evidences, the actual K2 plane 

and corresponding twinning shear remain in debate59,61,65-67. Considering previous experimental 

investigations68,69 and the fact that active K2 plane is also critically influenced by the loading 

direction59, the key question is whether an alternative {1 1 -2 2} twinning mode exists in tension 

along <c> axis and what is the associated twinning shear b1 or b4 (see Figure 2.3). 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Dichromatic pattern for {1 1 -2 2} twinning in HCP viewing along <1 -1 0 0> 

direction.59  Black balls and squares indicate atoms in the matrix (𝜇); white balls and squares 

indicate atoms in the twin (𝜆). b1~ b7 and b-1~ b-4 indicate the possible twinning shears for the {1 

1 -2 2} twinning mode. The conjugate twinning plans for b1~b4 are (0 0 0 1), {1 1 -2 2}, {1 1 -2 

4}, and {1 1 -2 6}, respectively (see dash lines). Vector t𝜆 and t𝜇 are used to define the Burgers 

vector of a twinning disconnection50.   
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Figure 2.4 Topological analysis of the shear and shuffles required in {1 1 -2 2} twinning 

process60. The K2 plane is {1 1 -2 -4} in (a-b) and (0 0 0 1) in (c).  Red arrows in (a-b) indicate 

the homogeneous shear vector. Dash arrows indicate the complex atomic shuffles along the shear 

direction (see red dash arrows in (a)) or within the parent basal plane (see blue and cyan arrows 

in (b)). Red solid and dash arrows in (c) indicate the shear and shuffle components, respectively. 

Note that the dash arrows can also be accomplished by twinning shear, i.e. the twinning shear 

can complete the twinning process and no atomic shuffles are required62.  
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When the motif of the crystal structure is complex and spacing of the twinning planes is 

small, large and complex atomic shuffles (e.g. those in Figure 2.4a) may require the atoms pass 

by each other at close distances which are energetically unfavorable. In such cases, the simple 

atomic shuffles may be more important than small twinning shear; in other words, in order to 

avoid energetically-unfavorable complex-shuffles, the twinning shear may have to be 

unexpectedly large. To achieve a more precise solution, Crocker18 pointed out that, “A purely 

geometrical analysis of this kind cannot establish uniquely the mode of twinning, which must be 

controlled by the free energy changes occurring. The discussion of these, of course, requires 

consideration of the binding forces between the various atoms involved.” Thereby, accurate 

energetic calculations or explicit experimental evidences are needed to validate the predictions of 

classical twinning theories and reveal the exact twinning elements for each twinning mode in 

HCP metals. 

2.3 TWINNING MECHANISMS IN HCP CRYSTALS 

2.3.1 Twinning growth mechanisms in HCP crystals 

To date, it is generally believed that twinning in HCP metals is mediated by shuffle-gliding of 

twinning dislocations on the twinning plane50,70. To minimize the twinning shear and atomic 

shuffles and ensure that the twin boundary structures were identical on the two sides of the 

twinning dislocation, twinning dislocation has to span several layers of the twinning plane, i.e. 

have a step feature. Therefore, zonal dislocation concept71, previously used for describing 

dislocations in complex crystal structures, was applied to describe twinning dislocations in HCP 
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crystals72,73. In recent years, the concept of disconnection featuring with a Burgers vector (b) and 

a step height (h)50,74, previously used for describing interfacial defect in phase transformations, is 

used for describing twinning dislocations in HCP metals. To avoid confusion, in this dissertation, 

we will use the term “twinning dislocations” and the nomenclature (bn, hn), where n is the 

number of layers (i.e. the “zonal” feature) the twinning dislocation embodies. Assuming the 

lattice periodicity on along η2 direction is q, classical twinning theories predict that, in order to 

minimize the burgers vector and shuffles carried by the twinning dislocation and guarantee that 

the twin boundaries separated by the twinning dislocation have the same structure, the twinning 

dislocation should have a step height of q/2 (if q is even) or q (if q is odd)19. Though the exact 

characteristics of dominant twinning dislocations for a specific twinning mode may be under 

debate, the twinning dislocation mechanism is supported by extensive ex situ observations of the 

interfacial defects on coherent twin boundaries75-78 (see Figure 2.5).  

Based on atomistic simulations, sources of the twinning dislocations include dissociation 

of matrix dislocations41,79, reaction of matrix dislocation with coherent twin boundary (or the 

“Serra-Bacon source”)80-82, nucleation of twinning dislocation loops on coherent twin 

boundary60,83, nucleation of twinning dislocations from surface46, and interfacial defects on 

incoherent twin boundaries84,85. However, due to the lack of strong experimental evidences, most 

of these mechanisms remain theoretical contentions.  
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Figure 2.5 Classical description of {1 0 -1 2} twinning and corresponding twinning 

dislocation.  (a) HCP crystal structure viewing along the [1 -2 1 0] direction51. Twinning 

elements for the {1 0 -1 2} twinning mode were indicated. (b) Bilby & Crocker description of 

the shear (black arrows) and atomic shuffles (blue arrows) in the {1 0 -1 2} twinning process18,51, 

viewing on the shear plane. Note that the lattice periodicity along the 𝜂2 direction, q, is 4, 

implying that the twinning dislocation for {1 0 -1 2} twinning should be (b2, h2). (c) HRTEM 

image of a (b2, h2) twinning dislocation on the {1 0 -1 2} twin boundary in Zn77. (d) Dichromatic 

complex of the twinning dislocation; open and solid markers indicate the atoms in the twin and 

matrix, respectively77.  

 

Though supported by extensive ex situ observations on the interfacial defects77,78,86 (e.g. 

Figure 2.5), computational simulations50,70,74,77,78, some in situ observations46 (see Figure 2.6) 

and macroscopic indirect evidences87, the twinning dislocation mechanism is challenged 

extensively by more and more abnormal experimental findings on the most prevalent {1 0 -1 

2}<1 0 -1 -1> twinning mode88-92. For example, characterizations on deformed HCP metals show 
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that a considerable part of the prevalent twin boundaries of {1 0 -1 2} twinning deviates from the 

twinning plane and resides on the B│P-type interfaces (see Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8)89,93. 

Though, based on twinning dislocation mechanism, the B│P-type interfaces were interpreted as 

the step risers of twinning dislocations with exceptionally large step height86. It is argued to be 

unfeasible, since an extremely high shear stress would be required to densely pile-up large 

number of (b2, h2) twinning dislocations in order to form such a large twinning dislocation; 

should the twinning process be dominated by twinning dislocations on the twinning plane, the 

twin boundaries would primarily conform to the coherent twinning plane rather than the 

incoherent B│P-type interfaces (see Figure 2.8a and Figure 2.9a)43,89. In addition, orientation 

relation between the matrix and {1 0 -1 2} twin widely departs from that of ideal mirror 

symmetry (see Figure 2.9b)89. EBSD on deformed bulk HCP metals shows that twinning 

nucleation and growth are significantly influenced by non-Schmid stresses, showing a 

breakdown of the Schmid’s law90-92,94,95. {1 0 -1 2} twinning has weak interactions with 

precipitates, matrix dislocations and concomitant slip in front of the twin tip22,58.  
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Figure 2.6 In situ TEM observation of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning process in Mg nanopillars46. (a) 

Schematic images showing the formation of {1 0 -1 2} twinning in Mg nanopillars under various 

loading conditions. (b) TEM image of the residual twin bands in a fractured Mg nanopillar. (c) 

TEM image of the residual twin bands in front of a crack tip formed during bending deformation. 

(d) HRTEM image of the twin bands shown in (b) which were obviously bonded by coherent 

twin boundaries. The low magnification morphology of the {1 0 -1 2} twins (after unloading) 

implies that the twinning was mediated by twinning dislocations on the coherent twin 

boundaries.  
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Figure 2.7 In situ evidences for the lack of shear features on the sample surface during 

twinning. (a, e) Schematic images to illustrate the deformation of a Mg nanopillar under [1 -1 0 

0]-oriented compression43. (b-d) Sequential dark-field in situ TEM snapshots showing the growth 

of a {1 0 -1 2} twinning43. (f) Atomic resolution STEM image of the twin boundary on the B│P 

interface43. Scale bar in (d), 400 nm; scale bar in (f), 1 nm. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 {1 0 -1 2} twinning in a deformed AZ31 Mg alloy96. (a) The irregular-shaped twin 

boundary (indicated by red dash lines). Inset is the select area electron diffraction pattern of the 

circled region, which proves that the twin belongs to the {1 0 -1 2} twinning mode. (b, c) 

HRTEM images of the twin boundaries which are dominated by B│P and P│B interfaces 

(indicated by red lines). 
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Figure 2.9 Statistical analysis of the orientation of the twin boundary (a) and lattice rotation as a 

result of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning (b). 79% of the twin boundaries deviate from the twinning 

plane; and 56% of the lattice rotation deviate from the value of an ideal {1 0 -1 2} twinning.89  

 

Considering the important role of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning in deformation of HCP 

metals97,98, above abnormal behaviors of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning call into questions the exact 

mechanism of the twinning nucleation and propagation in HCP metals. Theoretical endeavors 

based on topological analysis and computational simulations have been made, leading to the 

interfacial defect mechanism (see Figure 2.10)50,58,84,99 and pure-shuffle mechanism (see Figure 

2.11)43,100,101. Unfortunately, neither of these mechanisms can address all abnormal behaviors of 

the {1 0 -1 2} twinning; furthermore, the proposed twinning mechanisms are debatable as they 

lack solid experimental evidences and cannot reconcile with each other101,102. 
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Figure 2.10 Interfacial defects on B│P-type interfaces and their role in the formation and 

propagation of serrated coherent twin boundaries.  (a-c) MD simulation of interfacial defect 

dipoles formation (indicated by black markers in (b-c)) on the B│P interface under compression; 

the migration and accumulation of these interfacial defects formed B│P-type interfaces and 

coherent twin boundaries (CTB), and resulted in the propagation of the twin boundary43. (d-f) 

Schematic illustration of the twinning dislocation transformation onto the B│P interface; in 

scenario I (e), the twinning dislocation transformed into a dislocation on the B│P interface; in 

scenario II (f), the twinning dislocation transformed into a disconnection on the B│P interface. In 

both cases, the disclination moved but in different direction103. Refer to the reference for detailed 

topological and mathematical analysis58,103. 
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Figure 2.11 Schematic description (a) and MD simulation (b) of the shuffle-dominated {1 0 -1 

2} twinning. (a) Schematic image showing the basal/prismatic transformation process (i.e. {1 0 -

1 2} twinning101) mediated by atomic shuffles (indicated by black arrows)43. The parent and twin 

unit-cells were colored blue and red, respectively. (b) 3D view of the {1 0 -1 2} twin boundary 

migration from MD simulation. The atoms on the TB were highlighted in dark red. The dash line 

indicates the original position of the coherent twin boundary. Obviously the twin boundary was 

very rough during propagation with no well-defined twinning dislocation, in contrast to the 

twinning dislocation (indicated by white arrows in (c)) mediated {1 1 -2 2} twinning104. 
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It should be noted that the pure-shuffle mechanism revealed by the molecular dynamics 

simulations can lead to a paradigm-shifting view on the {1 0 -1 2} twinning— twinning 

formation only requires the establishment of a specific lattice correspondence. As pointed out by 

Christian105, “A deformation which is physically significant implies a one to one correspondence 

between vectors in the two lattices. Each vector in one lattice may be associated unambiguously 

with a “corresponding” vector of the other lattice into which it is converted by the 

transformation.” In the pure-shuffle mechanism43,100,101,106, the parent prismatic planes directly 

transform into basal planes in the twin which follows the lattice correspondence of an ideal {1 0 -

1 2} twin107. Though the resultant structure is different from an ideal {1 0 -1 2} twin in terms of 

generated grain rotation108, the pure-shuffle mechanism establishes exactly the same lattice 

correspondence as that of an ideal {1 0 -1 2} twin107. As a result, the twinning formation can be 

“liberated” from the confinement of the twinning plane and hence violate the invariant plane 

strain condition109. Though the pure-shuffle mechanism stands out in explicating most 

abnormalities of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning, it cannot explain the presence of coherent twin 

boundaries and the dominant misorientations between the matrix and twin (refer to the 

diffraction patterns in references86,96,110).  

It should be noted that the twinning dislocation mechanism for other major twinning 

modes, e.g. {1 1 -2 1}, {1 0 -1 1} and {1 1 -2 2} twinning, is generally accepted51,52,63. Yet, 

detailed and sometimes crucial questions exist in these twinning modes. For example, classical 

twinning theories predicts that the twinning dislocation in {1 1 -2 1} twinning should have a step 

height of a single {1 1 -2 1} plane. However, due to the structure degeneracy, it is suggested that 

each elementary twinning dislocation could be dissociated into two mobile (b1/2, h1/2) 
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dislocations51,63. Similarly, it remains a theoretical contention as for how atomic shuffles proceed 

in the {1 1 -2 1} twinning111. 

2.3.2 Twinning nucleation mechanisms in HCP crystals 

Proposed mechanisms of twinning nucleation in HCP crystals include the pole mechanism41,112, 

dissociation of <c> and <c+a> dislocations79,113, nucleation of twinning dislocations from free 

surface46, nucleation of large zonal twinning dislocations from grain boundary114, shuffle-

dominated nucleation from grain boundary100 and from free surface115 (named as “homogeneous 

nucleation” by the authors). These mechanisms are more or less supported by indirect and 

obscure evidences which are far from convincing; and direct experimental validation are 

currently lacking. Due to the fast transformation speed, small volume involved and a strong 

tendency of detwinning116-118, twin nucleation process has never been experimentally captured. 

Given that the accuracy of the topological analysis and computational simulations relies 

critically on a correct description of interatomic potentials18,100-102,104,114, and that ex situ 

experimental characterization using deformed samples could be misleading due to the tendency 

for detwinning upon unloading (especially in twin embryos114,117), atomically-resolved direct 

experimental investigation, if available, are highly desirable to elucidate the actual atomic 

shuffles and shear during twinning nucleation and growth, and hence obtaining a fundamental 

understanding on twinning mechanisms in HCP crystals47,52,92. Unfortunately, no atomic-scale 

direct investigation on the twinning process in HCP metals has been realized, likely due to a lack 

of advanced in situ techniques and a suitable model material for in situ TEM investigation. 
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2.4 MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The research is motivated by three factors. First, twinning plays important role in the 

deformation of HCP metals; and hence the design and processing of HCP metals with desired 

microstructures and properties inevitably require the knowledge of atomic mechanisms of major 

twinning modes. Second, in situ atomic-scale investigations of the twinning processes in HCP 

crystals are indispensable and highly desired to explicitly address the key questions in the field. 

As shown in above sections, related researches rely mostly on topological analysis and atomistic 

simulations which are limited by the imperfect description of interatomic potentials and require 

validation from experiments; and the atomic twinning mechanism is inaccessible to macroscopic 

and ex situ microscopic observations. Third, the study of twinning in HCP metals will shed light 

on the twinning behaviors in other important structural materials with double-lattice or multiple-

lattice crystal structures (e.g. calcite and hydroxylapatite) which also proceed by shear and 

shuffles. In lieu of the significances and critical questions revealed in above background review, 

in this investigation, major twinning modes and phase transformation pertinent to twinning will 

be investigated by in situ deforming HCP rhenium crystals inside an atomic-resolution TEM. 

The major research objectives are as follows: 

1. What is the exact mechanism for {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation?? Based on the non-

Schmid effect and computational simulations, the twinning nucleation is more likely a “shuffle-

dominated” process. Since our samples are mostly defect-free nanocrystals, the nucleation 

mechanism should be no other than the nucleation of twinning dislocations or shuffle-dominated 

process on surface or grain boundaries. Incidentally, the twinning dislocation mechanism and 

shuffle-dominated P→B transformation mechanism can be captured and explicitly differentiated 

by viewing the twinning along <1 1 -2 0> direction.  
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2. Is the {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth in HCP metals mediated by twinning dislocations? If 

yes, what is the dominant twinning dislocation? If not, what defects mediate the {1 0 -1 2} 

twinning growth? How to explain the “abnormal” behaviors of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning? Based 

on the reported experimental results so far, it seems that both “shuffle-dominated” and “shear-

dominated” mechanisms should work in mediating the twinning. Yet, it is elusive as for how the 

B│P-type interfaces transform to CTB and how the two mechanisms cooperate. As shown in 

task 1, these questions should be resolvable by characterizing the twinning process along <1 1 -2 

0> viewing direction. 

3. Are the twinning elements predicted by the classical twinning theories correct for {1 1 

-2 1} twinning? What is the dominant twinning dislocation for this twinning mode? Are there 

atomic shuffles involved in this twinning process? How do the atomic shuffles proceed? Based 

on computational simulations and ex situ experimental measurements, it is generally accepted 

that the {1 1 -2 1} twinning mode follows the classical prediction, except that the twinning 

dislocations are not (b1, h1) but (b1/2, h1/2) due to the structural degeneracy of the twin boundaries 

and it requires atomic shuffles though the manner of atomic shuffles is not clear. The 

investigation will be directed to verify the twinning elements, mechanism and dominant twinning 

dislocations by viewing the twinning process along the <1 -1 0 0> direction (i.e. looking down 

the plane of shear). Since the shuffles are likely perpendicular to the plane of shear, it will be 

characterized along a viewing direction that is not perpendicular to the <1 -1 0 0> direction but 

parallel to the {1 1 -2 1} twinning plane. Atomic resolution TEM image of a propagating twin 

boundary will be acquired and analyzed with the assistance of image simulations to reveal the 

angstrom-level shuffles. 
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4. Will the {1 1 -2 2} twinning happen in tension along <c> axis? What is the K2 plane 

for the {1 1 -2 2} tension twinning? What are the twinning shear and dominant twinning 

dislocation for this twinning mode? Why does the twin proceed in such a way? As shown in 

Figure 2.3 and literatures, the formation of {1 1 -2 2} tension twinning is theoretically possible. 

The absence of experimental evidence may be attributed to the exceptionally large twinning 

shear (when K2 is basal, see b2 in Figure 2.3) or the complex atomic shuffles (when K2 is {1 1 -2 

-6}, see b-4 in Figure 2.3). In nanosized samples, surface provides easy strain accommodation 

and hence the large twinning shear may be tolerable. As such, it is likely to observe a {1 1 -2 2} 

tension twinning mode in HCP nanocrystals. 

5. The implications of pure-shuffle mechanism of twinning should be able to extend to 

other non-diffusional transformations. In doing so, are there new mechanisms of HCP→FCC 

transformation? Furthermore, what is the role of HCP→FCC phase transformation in the 

deformation of HCP metals? 

Experimental observations on the twinning and phase transformation processes will 

provide direct evidences on atomic mechanisms and hence resolve the critical controversies and 

confusions in twinning of HCP metals. 
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3.0  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

To achieve above research objectives, we need a HCP metal that is suitable for in situ TEM 

study, a high or atomic resolution imaging capability, an experimental setup and crystal 

manipulation techniques for controlled deformation of the sample crystals inside TEM. 

3.1 MATERIALS 

Material suitable for atomic-resolution operando48 TEM investigations has to satisfy following 

criterions. First, it has to be resistant to electron beam irradiation in TEM, or rather, have no 

“beam effects” (especially those that can potentially affect the mechanical behaviors). For 

metallic materials, the major “beam effects” include “atom displacement” which is known to 

create vacancies and interstitials, “sputter” which is known to remove atoms from the bottom 

surface of the sample, and “heating” which is known to increase temperature and possibly induce 

phase changes119. Second, it does not easily oxidize in air, since the oxidation layer can 

significantly alter the mechanical behavior of the sample by changing the strain field, introducing 

extrinsic defects and modifying the surface condition for dislocation or twinning nucleation120. It 

should be noted that focus ion beam (FIB) is a widely-used convenient method for making TEM 

samples with crystal orientation control. The damaging layer of a FIBed sample may potentially 

affect the deformation121,122. Third, the material should be able to deform by all important modes, 
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e.g. {1 0 -1 2}, {1 1 -2 1}, and {1 1 -2 2} twinning modes. With these criterions in mind, high 

strength refractory HCP metal of pure rhenium (Re) is satisfactory for this research. 

Re is not only a model system for the fundamental studies of HCP metals123-126, but also 

crucial structural materials for high temperature applications127. Re metal has the highest strength 

at >2000oC128, and is widely used as alloying elements to improve creep resistance of alloys in 

jet-engines127. Moreover, it has a typical HCP structure that is stable at room temperature as well 

as elevated temperatures, highly resistant to oxidation in air and 300 KeV electron beam 

irradiation in TEM119,129. Additionally, Re has a c/a ratio (hereinafter referred to as 𝛾) of 1.615 

which is very close to that of magnesium (1.624), titanium (1.588) and zirconium (1.593)56; and 

can deform by all important twinning modes in these alloys123,130, hence the twinning 

mechanisms can be reasonably extended to Mg, Ti and Zr alloys. These qualities make Re a 

suitable material for in situ TEM investigation. 

In this research, commercial Re metal (99.98% purity, 0.25mm thick plate) is acquired 

from SIGMA-ALDRICH (Missouri, USA). The Re plate is cut into small rods (dimension: 0.25 x 

0.25 x 5mm) by using a diamond saw. Then, these rods are mechanically polished to reduce 

surface roughness and remove surface oxides, followed by rinsing in ethanol alcohol to remove 

organic contamination on surface. Right before the experiments, the Re rod is plasma cleaned. 
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Table 3.1 Trace metal analysis of the rhenium sample (Lot MKBQ7216V) 

Element Concentration, ppm Element Concentration, ppm 

Aluminum 0.6 Iron 35.5 

Boron 0.3 Magnesium 3.6 

Barium <0.1 Manganese 5.0 

Calcium 1.1 Lead 29.1 

Cobalt 2.6 Tin 6.8 

Chromium 0.7 Total 85.3 

 

3.2 MICROSCOPY METHODS 

3.2.1 Introduction to in situ TEM 

TEM is widely used in modern materials researches and industry. The unique function of a TEM 

is the combined direct detection of atomic structural information and chemical information at 

exactly the same position of a sample. The development of TEM has gone far beyond the pursuit 

of higher spatial resolution (e.g. by using high accelerating voltage and abbreviation correctors). 

In the past two decades, the “art” of in situ TEM has greatly advanced. People have been trying 

to move their experiments into the microscope, so that physical and chemical evolution can be 

recorded in real time whilst “reaction” happens. For example, in situ TEM is used to track 

surface atom migration in an Ag nanowire during deformation29, image the martensitic 

transformation and amorphization in Si nanopillars during deformation27, detect phase evolution 
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in electrode material in lithium ion battery during lithium ion insertion131, investigate 

piezoelectric domain switching in a ferroelectric memory device132, visualize how crystal grows 

from precursors133 and reveal interaction of reactant gases and nanocrystal catalysts134. These 

studies directly and beautifully reveal the fundamental mechanisms in materials in response to 

external physical and chemical stimulus, providing fundamental pictures on how nature works as 

well as crucial information for rational design and processing of materials. 

3.2.2 Contrast mechanisms of TEM 

The contrasts in a TEM image can be categorized into mass contrast, diffraction contrast and 

phase contrast135. When electron beam passes through the material, it is deflected and absorbed 

by the specimen. Simply, when other factors (e.g. material type and orientation) are the same, 

sample regions with heavier elements and larger thickness absorb and deflect higher dose of the 

electron beam, and hence appear darker comparing to thin regions, giving rise to the mass-

thickness contrast. In a polycrystalline material, the deflection of the electron beam is a function 

of crystal orientation; grains oriented on Bragg angles will defect more electron beam and hence 

appear brighter than those with crystal axis off the Bragg angles, giving rise to the diffraction 

contrast. TEM can also image the deflected beams generating diffraction pattern of the sample 

which contains information of the reciprocal space. 

The parallel electron beams in TEM mode are synchronized and have the same wave 

length (or monochromatic). When the electron beams transmit through the periodic lattice of a 

crystal, the elastically deflected beam has the same wavelength as the transmitting beam; and 

hence it can interfere with the transmitting electron beam generating a phase contrast which 

contains the structure information of the crystal. Especially, when the crystal is on axis (in other 
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words, has a crystal zone axis parallel to the TEM electron beam), the interference can generate a 

2-dimensional “atomic-resolution” image (also known as high resolution TEM or HRTEM) of 

the projection of the crystal along the zone axis. It should be noted that the bright dots in 

HRTEM images cannot be directly interpreted as atoms, image simulations are generally needed 

to accurately interpret the HRTEM image. Though, when the spatial resolution of the TEM 

image is larger than the minimum distance between atom columns, a one-to-one correspondence 

can be established between the bright dots and the atom columns. 

In a scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), the electron beam is converged 

into a sharp “probe”. When the probe scans on the atom column, it is deflected; and on vacant 

sites, it is transmitted. By collecting the intensity of the deflected beam using an annular detector 

(e.g. high angle annular dark field detector, or commonly known as HAADF), atomic resolution 

images can be achieved. Since the total intensity of the high angle deflection is proportional to Z2 

(Z is the atom number of the element), the contrast acquired by HAADF-STEM can be directly 

linked to the Z number of the atom column. As such, the contrast of a HAADF-STEM image is 

also called Z-contrast. A great advantage of the STEM image over the TEM image is that STEM 

image can be directly interpreted without image simulation. However, due to the time required 

for point-to-point scanning, the temporal resolution of STEM is normally much lower than 

HRTEM. Besides, compared with HRTEM, atomic resolution STEM image is more sensitive to 

sample drift and crystal orientation changes during continuous straining in mechanical tests. 

Therefore, HRTEM imaging mode was used for this investigation. The true atomic-resolution 

HAADF-STEM was only occasionally used to verify the atomic structure of the static twin 

boundary. 
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3.2.3 Limitations of TEM 

In situ TEM is limited by its temporal resolution, which is normally ~0.1s with conventional 

charge-coupled device (CCD). However, the speed of transformation (e.g. twinning nucleation), 

can approach the speed of sound (~340 m/s). Thereafter, TEM is not able to capture the 

instantaneous nucleation process. Besides, the lifetime of the defects that mediated the twinning 

is inversely proportional to the crystal size, which can be extremely short in nanosized crystals. 

Therefore, capturing details of these transformations require an extremely high frame rate, which 

is far beyond the capability of current TEM cameras. However, since the migration of twinning 

dislocations and twin boundaries is driven by stress, these defects may be captured by adopting 

extremely low strain rate (~10-3 s-1 here) and temporarily stopping the straining for imaging.  

In addition, TEM image is acquired from the electron beam that transmits through the 

thickness direction of a sample. Therefore, when the transformation only happens at local 

regions along the thickness direction, information from both transformed and untransformed 

regions will be overlapped, giving rise to a complicated image contrast that is extremely hard for 

direct interpretation. For example, at the nucleation stage of a twin, the small twin embryo is 

embedded in the matrix along the thickness direction; and hence atomic resolution HRTEM 

imaging of the incipient twin embryo is difficult. 

3.2.4 Determining twinning modes using HRTEM images 

During tensile and compression experiments, all defects (including deformation twinning, 

dislocation, stacking fault and phase transformations) can be determined in HRTEM images 

based on their unique atomic-scale lattice structure. In HRTEM images, when the crystal is 
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orientated on zone-axis, each column of atoms is imaged directly. Any kind of irregularity or 

defects in the crystal lattice can be visualized directly under desired zone-axis (or orientation). 

Figure 3.1 presents examples on how to identify twinning modes and dislocation in HCP 

crystals. Figure 3.1b-c show the positions (represent by angles with the basal plane) of twinning 

planes viewing on corresponding plane of shear; Figure 3.1d shows an <a>-type full dislocation 

on the basal plane; the dislocation is identified and analyzed by drawing a Burgers circuit on the 

apparent defective area; Figure 3.1e-f show propagating coherent and incoherent twin boundaries 

of the {1 0 -1 2} twin, respectively; the twinning mode is identified by the orientation of the 

coherent twin boundary (i.e. by K1); as for the incoherent twin boundary which has no obvious 

mirror symmetry, the twinning mode is determined by the shear plane (i.e. the viewing plane) 

and the misorientation between the matrix and twin. 
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Figure 3.1 Twinning elements for the 7 active twinning modes in HCP metals (a-c) and 

determination of dislocations, coherent twin boundaries, and incoherent twin boundaries using 

HRTEM images (a) Schematic illustration of the 4 elements that defines a twinning mode19. (b-

c) Schematic images showing 7 twinning planes (see red lines) on their respective plane of shear. 

(d) HRTEM image of an <a>-type dislocation. White square is Burgers circuit. (e) HRTEM 

image of a coherent {1 0 -1 2} twin boundary viewing along its plane of shear; the angles 

between parent and twin basal (B) planes and twinning planes are indicated. (f) HRTEM image 

of an incoherent twin boundary; the angle between parent and twin B planes indicates that it is {1 

0 -1 2} twin. Scale bar in (d-f), 1 nm. 

3.3 IN SITU TEM SETUP 

For in situ TEM observation, FEI 80-300 Titan ETEM (Oregon, USA) equipping with an 

imaging lens spherical aberration corrector is employed (Figure 3.2). For in situ STEM 

observation, FEI 80-300 Titan STEM (Oregon, USA) equipping with a condenser lens spherical 
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aberration corrector is used. During the in situ experiments, the dynamic deformation processes 

are recorded by using a CCD at a few frames per second; snapshots of the deformation process 

are captured in the meantime. The TEMs operate at 300 KeV with ~0.10nm point-to-point 

resolutions after correction. The resolution is much smaller than the minimum distances between 

atoms columns in the projection view of the shear plane (~0.23nm for {1 1 -2 0} and ~0.27nm 

for {1 -1 0 0}). As such, atomic information of the deformation process can be unambiguously 

captured on the plane of shear. Furthermore, the aberration-corrected TEMs were able to 

minimize the “delocalization” effect on the TEM image, making it perfect to image processes 

happening on surface and interfaces. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 FEI Titan 80-300 TEM with imaging lens spherical aberration corrector at 

Environmental Molecular Science Laboratory of Pacific Northwest National Labs 
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A Nanofactory-STM holder is used for the in situ tension and compression tests (Figure 

3.3a). There are two stages on the holder for loading sample: a fixed-stage on the left and a 

piezo-stage on the right. The piezo-stage is controlled by a piezo-system that can manipulate 3D 

motion of the sample at a sub-nanometer precision. The Re rods are loaded on both stages of the 

holder, with the fresh fractured surfaces facing each other. Monitored under TEM, the Re 

“nanotips” on the piezo-side is manipulated precisely to contact the “nanotips” on the fixed-stage 

(Figure 3.3b). Upon contact, an electric pulse is applied to weld the two Re nanocrystal together. 

Bi-crystal with a grain boundary forms in the process when the contacting nanotips have 

different orientations (Figure 3.3c); single-nanocrystal forms when the contacting nanotips have 

the same orientations (Figure 3.3d). Then, in situ straining experiments can be conducted by 

moving the Re nanocrystal on the piezo-stage using the piezo-system at a constant strain rate 

(~10-3 s-1). Then the deformation inside the as-synthesized bi-crystal or single-crystal can be 

captured by using CCD under desired operation mode of TEM. This in situ setup has been 

widely used in previous publications on the deformation of Ag136, Au137, W26 and Ta138. 
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Figure 3.3 In situ TEM setup and sample processing technique. (a) The nanofactory-STM 

platform. (b) The “nanotips” (red arrows) induced on a Re rod. The nanotips are driven to 

contact with each other. An electric pulse is used to weld them together. (c-d) Examples of bi-

crystal and single-crystal synthesized using this method. Scale bar in (b), 500 nm; scale bars in 

(c, d), 5 nm. 
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4.0  IN SITU TEM INVESTIGATION OF {1 0 -1 2} TWINNING 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

{1 0 -1 2}<1 0 -1 -1> twinning (or simply {1 0 -1 2} twinning) is the most prevalent twinning 

mode in HCP structures56; it has been reported in almost all HCP metals including, for example, 

Ti78,139, Mg43, Zr140, Zn77, Re123, Co141, Ca112 etc. However, the behavior of this twinning mode is 

rather perplexing from a standpoint of conventional understanding of twinning. For instances, 

characterizations on deformed HCP metals showed that considerable part of the twin boundaries 

depart from the theoretical twinning plane and reside dominantly on the B│P and P│B 

interfaces, i.e. twin basal facing parent prismatic or parent basal facing twin prismatic89,93; 

orientation relation between the matrix and twin widely departs from that of ideal mirror 

symmetry89; twinning nucleation and propagation are not driven by shear and can violate the 

Schmid’s law90-92; moreover, it has a weak interaction with matrix dislocations as well as 

concomitant slip in front of the twin tip, and can completely change the orientation of an entire 

grain22,58. To explain these abnormal behaviors of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning, various mechanisms 

of the twinning nucleation and growth have been developed. For example, interfacial defect 

theory was adopted by defining and describing the transition of interfacial defects on the B│P 

and P│B interfaces into twinning dislocations on the twin plane50,58,84,99; alternatively, pure-

shuffle models were proposed for both twinning nucleation100 and growth43,101. Unfortunately, 
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neither mechanism can satisfactorily address all behaviors of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning, and they 

are under intense discussion as they cannot reconcile with each other102,104,142. For decades, 

researches on the mechanisms of {1 0 -1 2} twinning relies largely on topological analysis, 

computational simulations and ex situ experimental observations; yet they remain in mystery and 

intense debating. Given that the validity of topological modeling or computational simulations 

critically depends on an accurate description of the interatomic potentials18,92, and that ex situ 

experimental characterizations on post-deformation samples can be misleading due to the strong 

tendency for detwinning upon unloading which, especially, makes it impossible to capture the 

twin embryos in unloaded samples114,117. Therefore, atomic-resolution direct observation on the 

twinning process is generally believed essential for obtaining an accurate mechanistic pictures of 

the twinning nucleation and growth in HCP crystals52. 

In this chapter, by using state-of-the-art in situ TEM, we carried out unprecedentedly 

atomic-scale direct observation of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning process in HCP metal. The results 

unambiguously uncovered the atomistic mechanisms of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation and 

growth, featuring with a dominant role of atomic shuffles in both processes. The findings depart 

from the conventional idea that twinning formation is shear-dominated. The twinning 

dislocation-mediated twinning was only dominant during detwinning and instantaneous 

reloading. 

4.2 EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES 

The tests procedures were, in general, the same as those described in Chapter 3.3; except that the 

loading orientation of the Re nanocrystals were oriented to favor {1 0 -1 2} twinning, and the 
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observation direction of the Re nanocrystals were adjusted such that the twinning planes 

belonging to the favorable {1 0 -1 2} twinning mode were edge-on and hence shear and shuffles 

could be directly captured. Here, compression were applied along <1 -1 0 0> or tension applied 

along [0 0 0 1]. In the meantime, the <1 1 -2 0> or <1 1 -2 -3> axis of the nanocrystal was 

aligned with the electron beam, so that the imaging could be made with {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

planes edge-on; particularly, imaging along <1 1 -2 0> axis enabled observation of the twinning 

process at high resolution on the shear plane. In addition, the strain rate was controlled to be ~10-

3 s-1 in all tests. 

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 In situ HRTEM observation of {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation  

Figure 4.1 showed the nucleation process of a {1 0 -1 2} twin in a Re bi-crystal under <1 -1 0 

0>-oriented compression. The viewing direction was normal to the shear plane, i.e. <1 1 -2 0>. 

The crystal initially deformed elastically (Figure 4.1b); then plastic deformation started by 

twinning nucleation on the (0 0 0 1) side surface of the crystal (Figure 4.1c). The incipient twin 

embryo had a rectangular shape and was primarily bounded by B│P and P│B interfaces, i.e. twin 

basal plane facing matrix prismatic plane (B│P) or twin prismatic plane facing matrix basal 

plane (P│B). In subsequent compression, the twin embryo grew by transformation of matrix 

prismatic planes into twin basal planes (P→B transformation), which was manifested by the 

formation of new twin basal planes on the B│P interfaces and lateral expansion of the existing 

twin basal planes (Figure 4.1c-e). Viewing along the <1 1 -2 0> direction, the angle between 
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twin basal plane and the parent basal plane was ~86o, proving that the embryo was indeed a {1 0 

-1 2} twin (refer to Figure 3.1f). The {1 0 -1 2} twin embryo was unstable and instantly de-

twined upon unloading (Figure 4.1f).  

 

 

Figure 4.1 {1 0 -1 2} twin nucleation on the side surface of a Re bi-crystal under <1 -1 0 0>-

oriented compression. The viewing direction is <1 1 -2 0>, i.e. normal to the plane of shear for 

{1 0 -1 2} twinning mode. (a) TEM image of the pristine Re pillar. White block arrow indicates 

loading direction. Dashed white line indicates grain boundary of the bi-crystal. (b) HRTEM 

image of the nanocrystal side surface before compression. (c) Onset of plastic deformation by 

nucleation of a {1 0 -1 2} twin which is indicated by a green box. (d-e) Sequential HRTEM 

images showing growth of the {1 0 -1 2} twin embryo. (f) The {1 0 -1 2} twin embryo fully 

detwinned upon unloading. Scale bar in (a), 20 nm; scale bar in (f), 2 nm. 
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Figure 4.2 showed another case of {1 0 -1 2} twin nucleation on the (0 0 0 1) side surface 

of the Re crystal, wherein lattice of the twin embryo was much clearer. Similar to that shown in 

Figure 4.1c, the twin embryo was dominantly bounded by B│P and P│B interfaces rather than 

the theoretical twinning planes (as indicated by the green and yellow lines in Figure 4.2b). The 

twin embryo growth was fast; and during the process, the twin embryo remained on B│P and 

P│B interfaces and no twinning dislocation was identified. Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of 

the twin embryo and nearby matrix indicated that the {1 0 -1 2} planes in the twin and matrix 

were not parallel, indicating a breakdown of invariant plane strain condition during the twinning 

nucleation process. Figure 4.2c schematically depicted the P→B transformation-mediated 

twinning nucleation from surface; apparently, only small shuffles were required in the process 

due to the structural similarity between the P and B planes. If we superimpose a basal plane (B) 

with a prismatic plane (P), a striking structural similarity between B and P was revealed (Figure 

4.2d); as indicated by the red arrows, only small shuffles (indicated by red arrows) were needed 

to accomplish the observed P→B transformation. During the process, the corrugated prismatic 

plane in matrix (outlined black) was transformed to the flat basal plane in twin (outlined green). 
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Figure 4.2 In situ observation and schematic illustration of a {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation on 

the side surface of a Re crystal under <1 -1 0 0>-oriented compression. The viewing direction is 

<1 1 -2 0>, i.e. normal to the plane of shear for {1 0 -1 2} twinning mode. (a-b) Sequential 

HRTEM snapshots showing twin nucleation (enclosed in green lines). The twin boundaries are 

primarily interfaces of basal (B) and prismatic (P) planes, instead of the theoretical twinning 

plane (indicated by yellow lines). (c) Schematics of the nucleation process by transformation 

from parent P to twin B. (d) Superimposed view of a B (green atoms and hexagon) and a P 

(black atoms and hexagon). The striking structural similarity between B and P planes permits the 

observed direct transformation. Scale bar in (b), 1 nm. 
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{1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation did not always take place on the (0 0 0 1) surfaces; twin 

nucleation events were also found on non-(0 0 0 1) surfaces (Figure 4.3), grain boundaries 

(Figure 4.4), and at dislocation core (Figure 4.5). Figure 4.3 showed an example of {1 0 -1 2} 

twinning nucleation on a non-(0 0 0 1) surface area. Possible nucleation sites along the thickness 

direction were illustrated in Figure 4.3b; considering the strain compatibility condition provided 

by the surface, top or bottom surfaces should be more likely nucleation site than the crystal 

interior. The geometry, boundary, and dynamic behavior of this twin embryo appeared to be the 

same as those described in above cases (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). Figure 4.4 showed the {1 

0 -1 2} twin nucleation event on the grain boundary of a Re bi-crystal. The low-angle tilt “grain 

boundary” should favor twinning due to the easy strain compatibility across the grain 

boundary123. Incipient plastic deformation started at a local region of the grain boundary with the 

nucleation of a {1 0 -1 2} twin embryo containing only a few unit-cells (Figure 4.4a). In 

subsequent compression, the embryo grew via P→B transformation, as manifested by the 

formation and extension of basal layers of the twin; note that the twin embryo was bounded by 

B│P-type interfaces during its growth (Figure 4.4b-d). Similar to above nucleation events, this 

twinning nucleation process appeared to involve no twinning dislocation activities on the 

twinning plane, which was also supported by the fact that the {1 0 -1 2} twinning planes in the 

matrix and twin were not parallel (see the FFT in Figure 4.4e). Moreover, the angle between B 

and P in the twin embryo was 87o rather than 90o (of an undistorted lattice), implying that the 

embryo lattice was distorted (Figure 4.4e); lattice distortion was also identified in the 

surrounding matrix, which was likely due to the intrinsic misfit on the B│P-type twin boundaries 

and made the atomic shuffles during initial nucleation more complex (than those described in the 

simple topological analysis101). 
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Figure 4.3 {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation “apparently” inside a Re crystal. (a) HRTEM image of 

a {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation “inside” the Re crystal which was under <1 -1 0 0>-oriented 

compression and viewed along <1 1 -2 0> direction. (b) Schematic illustration of the possible 

position of the twin embryo since the TEM images is a projection view along the sample 

thickness direction. And, the twinning nucleation site was more likely the top or bottom non-(0 0 

0 1) surface than the crystal inside, due to the strain compatibility condition provided by the free 

surface. 
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Figure 4.4 {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation on a low angle grain boundary. (a-d) Sequential 

HRTEM snapshots showing twinning nucleation on the grain boundary in the upper crystal. The 

twin boundaries (green lines) were primarily B│P-type interfaces, instead of the theoretical 

twinning plane (yellow lines in (d)). The twin embryo expanded by P→B transformation. (e) 

FFT of the twin embryo in (d). The normal of basal, prismatic and twinning planes in the twin 

and matrix are marked as TBN (twin basal normal), TPN, TTPN and MBN, MPN, MTPN 

respectively. As a result of P→B transformation, TBN is parallel to MPN; TPN is parallel to 

MBN; while TTPN and MTPN are not parallel. Moreover, the lattice of the twin embryo is 

distorted as manifested by the 87o angle between TBN and TPN which should be 90o in an 

undistorted lattice. Scale bar in (d), 2 nm. 
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{1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation event was also identified near the dislocation core. Figure 

4.5a-d showed sequential HRTEM snapshots of this process in a Re single-crystal under <1 -1 0 

0>-oriented compression. The twin nucleated right next to the core of a pre-existing <a>-type 

edge dislocation (Figure 4.5b-c). Quantitative geometrical phase analysis143,144 revealed the strain 

field of the dislocation core (see Figure 4.5e). By filtering the TEM image using the reflections 

in FFT from the twin basal (Figure 4.5h), the basal layers of the twin embryo was revealed 

(Figure 4.5f-g). By overlaying the filtered TEM image and the strain distribution image, it was 

found that the twin nucleated right at the compressive strain field of the dislocation core, 

manifesting that the edge dislocation acted as a “prompter” or a “seed” for the {1 0 -1 2} 

twinning nucleation. It should be noted that the twinning nucleation started more likely at the top 

or bottom end of the dislocation (where the dislocation met the sample surface), due to the strain 

compatibility condition provided by the sample surface. 

In subsequent straining, the embryo grew as shown in the sequential filtered TEM images 

in Figure 4.5f-g, and finally seized the whole area (Figure 4.5d). Though, the detailed 

transformation mechanism was too fast to be captured; it proceeded likely by the P→B 

transformation, since the twin basal planes were parallel to the matrix prismatic planes (see 

Figure 4.5h). 
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Figure 4.5 Twin nucleation assisted by the strain field of an <a>-type edge dislocation on the 

basal plane. The Re nanocrystal was under <1 -1 0 0>-oriented compression and viewed along 

<1 1 -2 0> direction. (a-d) Sequential HRTEM images showing nucleation, growth of a twin 

embryo nearby an <a>-type edge dislocation on the basal plane. White dashed lines indicate the 

Burgers circuit. Green circles mark the region of twin nucleation. (e) Relative compressive strain 

(εyy) map around the dislocation core in (a), generated by geometric phase analysis. Boxed region 

is the reference region. (f-g) Inverse FFTs of panel (b-c), using the twin (0 0 0 1) reflections 

(green-circled spots) in the FFT (h). White circles and lines indicate the reciprocal lattice of the 

matrix; green circles indicate that of the twin embryo. Scale bar in (d), 2 nm. 
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4.3.2 In situ HRTEM observation of {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth 

4.3.2.1 {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth by P→B transformation 

A typical example of {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth is shown in Figure 4.6a-c. With 

increasing strain, the twin embryos grew into large twins that were predominately bounded by 

P│B and B│P interfaces which were also unambiguously revealed by the atomic-resolution 

STEM images in Figure 4.7. Similar to the twinning nucleation process (see Figure 4.1 and 

Figure 4.4), {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth was also mediated by direct P→B transformation, as 

shown in the sequential HRTEM images in Figure 4.6d-h. During the twinning growth, new 

basal layers nucleated at the junction of the P│B interface and (0 0 0 1) surface, which then 

expanded laterally inward by transforming the matrix prismatic planes. The P→B transformation 

process (Figure 4.6f) was leaded by a series of “steps” or interfacial defects on the P│B 

interface; each step carried a single-layer or multi-layers of twin basal planes (or matrix 

prismatic planes). These interfacial defects migrated as the prismatic planes in matrix 

transformed into basal planes of twin following a one-to-one planar correspondence. It should be 

noted that the twinning growth process was apparently dominated by the P→B transformations 

rather than by twinning dislocations which was not identified in our sample, and hence the twin 

boundaries were dominantly B│P-type interfaces (see Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7). Additionally, 

the angle between the twin basal plane and matrix basal plane varied between 90o and 86o, 

implying a lack of mirror symmetry across the twin boundary. Surprisingly, no disregistry or 

interfacial dislocation was identified on or nearby the B│P-type twin boundaries (see Figure 4.7), 

likely due to the nanoscale sample size allowing the intrinsic misfit strains on the B│P-type 

interfaces fully resolved by the sample. 
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Figure 4.6 {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth via P→B transformation. (a-b) Sequential HRTEM 

images showing twinning in a Re crystal under compression along <1 -1 0 0>. (c) Magnified 

view of the twin boundaries (green lines) which are primarily P│B segments and largely depart 

from the twinning plane (yellow lines). (d-h) Sequential HRTEM snapshots showing migration 

of the twin boundaries (colored lines) during the twinning growth in a separate specimen. The 

twin boundary comprises a series of B│P and P│B interfaces. Twin grows via P→B 

transformation. Arrows indicate lateral expansion of the twin basal planes by transformation of 

matrix prismatic planes. Scale bar in (a), 5 nm; scale bars in (c, h), 2 nm. 
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Figure 4.7 Atomic resolution STEM-HAADF image of the twin boundary during {1 0 -1 2} 

twinning growth in Re crystal. Panel (b) shows an enlarged image of boxed region in (a); the 

twin boundaries are B│P-type interface rather than coherent twin boundaries on the twinning 

plane. No disregistry or interfacial dislocation was identified on the twin boundary. Scale bar in 

(b), 1 nm. 

 

4.3.2.2 Detwinning via P→B transformation and twinning dislocations 

In our in situ observations, the as-formed {1 0 -1 2} twin always spontaneously detwined 

upon unloading and sometimes fully detwined when reverse loading could be applied. During the 

detwinning process, the twin boundaries retreated from the incoherent B│P-type interfaces and 

relocated to coherent twin boundaries (CTB) on the {1 0 -1 2} twinning plane (see Figure 4.8). 

Since external driving force was removed, the detwinning might be driven by the interfacial 

energy. Thus, the incoherent B│P-type interfaces tended to align with the theoretical twinning 

plane to reduce the interfacial energy145.  
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Figure 4.8 Detwinning process of a {1 0 -1 2} twinning upon unloading. During the process, 

twin boundaries retreated from B│P-type interfaces and relocated to coherent twin boundaries 

(CTB). Scale bar, 5 nm. 

 

Impressively, the subsequent migration of CTB was mediated by the twinning dislocation 

mechanism. As shown in the sequential HRTEM images in Figure 4.9a, “step defects” are 

nucleated by “etching” the P│B interface on the lower-right corner of the image; then, these 

“step features” moved upwards along the CTB and piled-up at the upper-left P│B interface 

which elongated as a result (Figure 4.9a). During this process, the inclined CTB sections moved 

rightwards and contemporarily the twin shrunk. Circuit analysis146 shows that each “step feature” 

contains two consecutive {1 0 -1 2} planes (Figure 4.9b) which is the same as the (b2, h2) 

twinning dislocation19,21,52,117. Besides, as shown in Figure 4.9c, one of the twinning planes in the 

matrix and twin were perfectly parallel and the angle between the conjugate {1 0 -1 2} planes 

was 8o, implying that the local twinning shear was consistent with classical expectation; as such, 

the “step features” on CTB were indeed the classical (b2, h2) twinning dislocations. The twinning 
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dislocations on CTB migrated at a speed of ~4nm/s right after nucleation and slowed down 

dramatically to ~1nm/s as it approached those in the front, likely due to the repulsive interactions 

between them.  

Comparing to the classical (b2, h2) twinning dislocation, the twinning dislocation here 

should have different atomic shuffles. As shown in Figure 4.9c, the angles between prismatic and 

basal planes in both the twin and the matrix were 88o rather than 90o, implying that the lattices of 

matrix and twin across the CTB were distorted. As a result, the required atomic shuffles in 

transformation between the distorted lattices should be different from that in transformation 

between undistorted lattices51. 

Based on our observation, the B│P-type interfaces acted as sources as well as sinks of the 

(b2, h2) twinning dislocations on CTB. At later stage of detwinning, the CTB sections 

decomposed into zig-zag B│P and P│B interfaces, indicating that the CTB acted as the source of 

interfacial defects on the B│P and P│B interfaces (see Section 4.3.2.1). Moreover, as shown in 

Figure 4.9a, the twinning dislocation on CTB might have induced the B→P transformation on 

the upper-left B│P interface, demonstrating the same process as that described in the interfacial 

defect mechanism21,50,84,99. Above all, these observations indicate a synergy of the “shuffle-

dominated”100,101 and “shear-dominated”19,21,52,117 twinning mechanisms in the detwinning 

process. In our observation, when CTB and twinning dislocations formed upon unloading, 

subsequent reloading stopped the detwinning and the twin started to grow by the synergy of 

twinning dislocations movement on the CTB and P→B transformation. It should be noted that 

the length of CTB gradually shrunk and finally overwhelmed by the B│P-type interfaces during 

reloading; and thereafter, the P→B transformation re-dominated the subsequent twinning. 
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Figure 4.9 Twining dislocations mediated detwinning of a {1 0 -1 2} twin. (a) Sequential 

HRTEM images showing the detwinning process during unloading. Sections of CTBs are 

discerned by colored lines. The twinning dislocations were nucleated from the lower-right P│B 

interface, migrated upwards, and annihilated at the upper-left P│B interface. White dash line is 

reference for tracking the migration of CTB. (b) Enlarged HRTEM image of the (b2, h2) twinning 

dislocation on CTB. (c) FFT of the matrix and twin across the CTBs, showing lattice distortion 

in the matrix and twin. Scale bar in (a) 2nm; scale bar in (b) 1 nm.  
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4.4 DISCUSSION 

4.4.1 P→B transformation-mediated twinning nucleation 

In above Section 4.3.1, we have demonstrated several typical events of {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

nucleation on surface sites ((0 0 0 1) and non-(0 0 0 1)), grain boundary and dislocation core. 

Independent of the nucleation site, all the observed twinning nucleation processes were mediated 

by prismatic to basal (P→B) transformations, i.e. the matrix prismatic planes transformed into 

the twin basal planes. This process involved no twinning dislocations as described in pole 

mechanism41,112 or in zonal twinning dislocation mechanisms46,114. Should twinning dislocation 

mechanism dominated the twinning, the twin nucleus would be bounded primarily by the CTB 

rather than B│P-type interfaces. Moreover, twinning dislocation-related mechanism requires that 

the twinning plane should be invariant during the twinning process. Yet, as shown in Figure 4.4e, 

the twinning planes in the twin and the matrix were not parallel, demonstrating that the 

transformation was not invariant plane strain as described in the shear-dominated twinning 

model and hence excluding the dominant rule of twinning dislocation in the {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

nucleation process. On the other hand, the P→B transformation-mediated twinning nucleation 

appeared to be consistent with the shuffle-dominated twinning mechanism100,101, except that the 

incipient twin embryos are highly distorted (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4).  

It should be noted that the scarcity of pre-existing defects at such a small sample volume 

may have prevented the activation of the dislocation-related mechanisms (e.g. pole mechanism 

or dislocation dissociation mechanism41,79). As shown in the in situ results, {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

nucleation through P→B transformation did not necessitate pre-existing dislocations (Figure 4.1 
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and Figure 4.2). Note that free surface and low angle grain boundary may prompt the twinning 

nucleation via P→B transformation, presumably due to the strain accommodation conditions.  

As for surface nucleation of twinning dislocations46, the Schmid factor for the {1 0 -1 2} 

twinning dislocation under current test conditions was ~0.5 and that for basal slip was 0, 

meaning that surface nucleation of twinning dislocation was at its best odds in the competition 

with the P→B transformation91. It is well known that due to the increasing imaging force, the 

critical stress for dislocation nucleation from the surface of nanoscale samples increases 

dramatically147. As such, it is reasonable to expect a higher critical stress for the surface 

nucleation of twinning dislocation in smaller samples. On the other hand, the shuffle-dominated 

mechanism generates no shear on the twinning plane109 and hence should be less sensitive to the 

imaging force and sample sizes. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect P→B transformation-

mediated twinning nucleation in small-scale samples. This is indeed what has been found in our 

in situ TEM observations, wherein interfacial defects on B│P-type interfaces rather than 

twinning dislocations were nucleated from surface of the nanocrystal. In confined volume and 

local stress concentrations of bulk samples, the shear stress would be suppressed148 and the 

normal stress on prismatic or basal planes could be high enough to activate the P→B mechanism. 

Referring to macroscopic findings on the twinning nucleation and growth, it is highly likely that 

the P→B transformation is a dominate mechanism of {1 0 -1 2} twinning in bulk samples.  

It should be noted that the misorientation between the matrix and twin formed by P→B 

transformation was slightly different to that between the matrix and an ideal {1 0 -1 2} twin 

formed by twinning dislocations108. In a more rigid treatment, the P→B transformation was 

named as “twin-like lattice reorientation”43 or simply as grain rotation85. Possibly due to the pre-

existing defects or surface damage, previous studies did not find the subsequent transformation 
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from the “twin-like lattice reorientation” to ideal {1 0 -1 2} twinning as shown in our 

observation (see Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9). Moreover, as shown in Figure 4.10, the prismatic 

plane in matrix transformed exactly to the basal plane in twin (i.e. P→B), and the basal plane in 

matrix was transformed exactly to the prismatic plane in twin (i.e. B→P), implying the lattice 

correspondence established by the P→B transformation is exactly the same as the classical 

definition of {1 0 -1 2} twinning107,109. As such, our observations imply that twinning can be 

formed by transformations that establish the “desired” lattice correspondence and shear-

dominated process on the twinning plane is not a necessary requirement of twinning.  

 

 

Figure 4.10 Topological illustration showing that the lattice correspondence of an ideal {1 0 -1 

2} twinning gives P⟷B correspondences109. The atoms in twin and matrix are colored blue and 

red, respectively. Clearly, the lattice correspondence requires that the K1 plane (i.e. {1 0 -1 2}) is 

invariant; the K2 plane (i.e. {1 0 -1 -2}) in parent corresponds to the K2’ plane (i.e. {1 0 -1 -2}) in 

twin; and importantly, the prismatic and basal planes in parent correspond to basal and prismatic 

in twin, i.e. P→B and B→P. The figure is reprinted from reference109. 
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There are three immediate results from the P→B transformation-mediated twinning 

nucleation. First, as illustrated in Figure 4.11, P→B transformation generated normal strains on 

prismatic and basal planes149 rather than homogeneous shear strain on the twinning planes 

(indicated by dash lines in Figure 4.11); therefore, the twinning nucleation process was not 

shear-dominated; and normal strains (compression on prismatic or tension on basal planes) can 

be the primary driving force for the {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation. Defects that can contribute 

such normal strains can prompt the P→B transformation and hence facilitate the {1 0 -1 2} 

twinning nucleation (see Figure 4.5a for example). Since the P→B transformation process does 

not require twinning dislocations, resolved shear stress on the twinning plane does not drive the 

twinning nucleation. This well explains the non-Schmid effect of twinning nucleation90-92.  

 

 

Figure 4.11 Schematic image showing the shape changes generated by P→B transformation in 

bulk sample (shade background). Blue and orange rectangles indicate the shape of matrix and 

twin, respectively. Note that the sizes of prismatic (P) and basal (B) planes are adjusted to 

exaggerate their difference. Dash lines indicate the twinning planes, which are obviously not 

parallel demonstrating the violation of invariant plane strain condition. 
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Second, since the P→B transformation does not require specific pre-existing defects, 

given appropriate loading orientation, stress concentration, and strain compatibility condition, 

the {1 0 -1 2} twinning can be readily and prevalently nucleated in all HCP metals. For instance, 

since the shape change as a result of twinning formation (see Figure 4.11) is tetragonal, under 

uniaxial compression on the prismatic plane (e.g. experiments in Figure 4.1-Figure 4.5), 

accommodation mechanisms are necessary for strain perpendicular to the basal plane. The (0 0 0 

1) surface can provide such strain accommodation by forming surface “bumps”, as indicated by 

the red dash lines in Figure 4.2. Moreover, it is reasonable to expect that possible surface 

reconstruction by physi-chemi-adsorption or alloying may play a role in the twinning nucleation 

process. The low angle grain boundaries can provide the strain accommodation by deformation 

in the other grain (Figure 4.12). In the meantime, stress concentrators at grain boundary, surface 

step and dislocation core provide favorable twinning nucleation sites, which is exactly what we 

have observed using in situ TEM. As such, stress concentration, strain accommodation 

capability, and crystal orientation render selectivity of twinning nucleation site, giving rise to the 

heterogeneity and probabilistic behaviors of twinning nucleation123,150.  
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Figure 4.12 Strain accommodation mechanisms on a low angle grain boundary (LAGB), 

including dislocation emission (white arrows) and twinning (enclosed by green lines) in the 

lower grain (G2) to accommodate the strain generated on the grain boundary by twinning in the 

upper grain (G1, see schematic inset and red arrows). Scale bar, 2 nm. 

 

Third, since the P→B transformation generated an orientation relation (of the matrix and 

the twin) that is ~4o off the ideal mirror symmetry108, strains were generated during the twinning 

nucleation process, giving rise to the lattice distortions in the twin and the matrix. As such, the 

mirror symmetry of an ideal {1 0 -1 2} twinning was absent during twinning nucleation; and the 

lattice distortion might provide the driving force for the detwinning of the twinning embryos (see 

Figure 4.1e-f).  

4.4.2 P→B transformation-mediated twinning growth 

As shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, the {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth primarily proceeded by 

P→B transformation, the same process as that in twinning nucleation, which generated 
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essentially the same lattice correspondence as the {1 0 -1 2} twinning107,109, except for a minor 

lattice rotation108. As such, above discussion on its relation to the non-Schmid effect, lack of 

mirror symmetry and predominant presence of B│P-type twin boundaries can also be extended 

to twinning growth and will not be repeated here. 

Since the twinning growth was also mediated by P→B transformation, the discussion on 

its influences on the {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation should also apply to the {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

growth. First, the normal strains (e.g. tension on basal plane or compression on prismatic plane) 

should be able to prompt the twinning growth. As shown in Figure 4.13a, tension straining was 

applied on the basal plane of a Re nanocrystal which then deformed by the formation of a {1 0 -1 

2} twinning. The twin boundary largely departed from the twinning plane (see Figure 4.13b); a 

feature that is directly resulted from the B→P transformation. Additionally, the twin boundary 

propagation seemed to have been blocked temporarily by dislocations in the parent crystal. It is 

readily comprehensible considering that the B→P transformation requires tensile strain on basal 

plane while compressive strain was supplied by the dislocation core (see white-circled region in 

Figure 4.13b) which biased the external stress and temporarily retarded the twinning growth. The 

effects of normal strains on the twinning growth via P→B and B→P transformations (see Figure 

4.6 and Figure 4.13) also explains the non-Schmid effect of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth90-

92,94,95.  

It should be noted that the dislocations did not stop the twinning growth (see 13~27s 

snapshots in Figure 4.13a). Since the twinning growth was shuffle-dominated involving no 

twinning dislocations, the twin boundary was not confined by the twinning planes but could take 

any form; thereby the twin boundary propagation could circumvent the barriers (e.g. dislocations 

and precipitations) and continue propagation with increasing straining. Particularly, with such 
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capability, the {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth can readily overtake the whole crystal or grain in a 

polycrystalline material which is exactly what have been observed in ex situ studies22,58. Second, 

twinning growth via P→B and B→P transformations incurred predominantly B│P-type twin 

boundaries and a grain rotation that slightly depart from the ideal twin. These facts satisfactorily 

explains the wide presence of B│P-type interfaces and the lack of mirror-symmetries in ex situ 

characterization of static twin boundaries of {1 0 -1 2} twinning88. 

Classically, twinning growth is believed to be dominated by shear and mechanistically 

through the shuffle-glide of twinning dislocations50,70. Here, the triumph of P→B and B→P 

transformations over twinning dislocations can be explained by the lack of sources for twinning 

dislocation nucleation. Due to a lack of proper pre-existing defects, the sources of twinning 

dislocations, such as matrix dislocations (see the Serra-Bacon mechanism)41,79, coherent twin 

boundary60,80,81,83, are limited in nanocrystals. Though, interfacial defects on incoherent B│P-

type interfaces may transform into twinning dislocations at the disclination84,85. However, in our 

observation, CTB did not dominate the twinning growth in the most cases. Since surface can also 

provide nucleation sites for twinning dislocations, as discussed in the above section, the 

nanoscale sample size might have hindered the nucleation of twinning dislocation from surface. 

Note that our observation indicates that twinning dislocation mechanism does work in mediating 

twin boundary migration (see Figure 4.9). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that in bulk 

samples where twinning dislocation sources are abundant twinning dislocation mechanism also 

plays dominant role in the {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth.  

Considering the prevalent presence of B│P-type twin boundaries and the abnormal 

behaviors of {1 0 -1 2} twinning in bulk samples, it is reasonable to expect that P→B and B→P 

transformations-mediated {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth in bulk HCP metals. The strengthening of 
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materials through dislocations and precipitations will be in vine, since they cannot effectively pin 

the twin boundary propagation which can be in arbitrary shape as a result of the shuffle-

dominated mechanism43,88,104. An effective way to pin down the {1 0 -1 2} twinning for 

improving strength of the HCP metal will be to use pre-deformation, and add in solution 

elements to pin down the CTB13, or by alloying and increasing the energy of B│P-type twin 

boundaries and hence compelling the twinning to proceed by twinning dislocations on CTB. 

 

 

Figure 4.13 {1 0 -1 2} twinning in a defective Re crystal under [0 0 0 1]-oriented tension (a) and 

its interaction with matrix dislocations (b). The twin boundaries were indicated by green lines. 

Dislocations were indicated by white “⫠” signs. Scale bar in (a), 5 nm; scale bar in (b), 2 nm. 
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4.4.3 Detwinning of the {1 0 -1 2} twin 

The discovery on the movement of twinning dislocations in Figure 4.9 directly proved the 

classical twinning dislocation mechanism of HCP metals; though, the process prevailed in the 

detwinning process rather than twinning formation. The underlying reason for the absence of 

twinning dislocation during twinning growth may be the small sample size and lack of specific 

defects that can be sources of twinning dislocations. The different dominant mechanisms for 

twinning and detwinning may hold the fundamental reason for the asymmetrical stress-strain 

hysteresis in fatigue tests151. 

The transformation from B│P-type interfaces to CTBs emphasizes the critical role of 

operando characterization in studying the twinning mechanisms in HCP metals. Based on 

observations of the statistic “twin embryo” after unloading, twinning nucleation is believed to 

proceed by spontaneous nucleation of multiple twinning dislocations from surfaces46. However, 

our observations reveal a totally different mechanism which should be more accurate picture due 

to following reasons. First, the sizes of the twin embryo we captured was much smaller than that 

reported in literatures, meaning that our observation represented a more incipient state of the 

twinning embryo. Second, in our observations (e.g. Figure 4.1), almost all twin embryos fully 

detwinned upon unloading. Therefore, the observed “twin embryos” in unloaded samples are 

likely detwinned structures. In lieu of the fact that the twin boundaries dramatically changed 

from B│P-type interfaces to CTB during detwinning, it is not surprising that the “twin embryos” 

in literature are predominately bounded by CTBs. 
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, the {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation, growth and detwinning in HCP Re 

nanocrystals have been investigated. The results are the first operando study on the {1 0 -1 2} 

twinning and unambiguously reveal the {1 0 -1 2} twinning process in HCP metals. 

Based on the observation, for all nucleation sites (including (0 0 0 1) surface, non-(0 0 0 

1) surface, grain boundary, and dislocation core), the morphology of the twinning embryo and 

their dynamic behavior shared some similarities. First, all embryos were bounded by B│P and 

P│B interfaces. Second, the growth of all twin embryos was mediated by P→B and B→P 

transformations. Third, the lattices of twin embryos and nearby matrixes were distorted and 

shared no parallel twinning planes. In addition, no twinning dislocation was identified in all the 

twinning nucleation events. As such, the {1 0 -1 2} twinning growth was likely primarily 

mediated by P→B and B→P transformations; and the twin boundaries were primarily B│P-type 

interfaces which, upon detwinning, retreated to the coherent twin boundaries. The detwinning 

process was mediated by the synergy of classical (b2, h2) twinning dislocations on the {1 0 -1 2} 

planes and the B→P transformation. The classical twinning dislocation mechanism does work 

for the {1 0 -1 2} twinning, but primarily in the detwinning and immediate reloading processes 

in our observations. 

These results satisfactorily explain all the abnormalities of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

nucleation and growth including the non-Schmid effect, co-existence of CTB and B│P-type 

interfaces, lack of mirror symmetry, and weak interaction with dislocations in front of the twin 

tip. Due to the fact that P→B and B→P transformations only generate dilatational strains, the 

twinning nucleation and growth dominated by such transformation are essentially shuffle-

dominated rather than shear-dominated. 
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Furthermore, based on the lattice correspondence of the {1 0 -1 2} twinning, the 

corresponding plane of the matrix prismatic plane is the twin basal plane, and the corresponding 

plane of the matrix basal is the twin prismatic107. And, the lattice correspondence established by 

P→B and B→P transformations gives planar correspondence between {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

planes in the matrix and “twin”. Therefore, P→B and B→P transformations establish the same 

lattice correspondence as the ideal {1 0 -1 2} twinning, but via a totally different interfacial 

process in contrast to the shuffle-gliding of twinning dislocations on the twinning plane.  

Classical twinning dislocation mechanism of twinning formation in HCP crystals 

originates from describing the twinning process as a homogeneous shear by Bilby and Crocker18. 

There is a silent assumption that the twinning has to be a one-step process enchanting on the 

coherent twin boundary. However, from the non-diffusional transformation point of view105,152, 

non-diffusional transformation should be defined by the lattice correspondence it completes. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to conjecture that, as long as the transformation completes the lattice 

correspondence, twinning is not necessarily confined on the twinning plane; any interfacial 

process that conforms to the “target” lattice correspondence may be a potential transformation 

pathway. It should be noted that twinning via the “non-classical” twinning pathway (e.g. P→B 

and B→P transformations) deviates from the ideal matrix-twin orientation-relation. In twinning 

modes with relatively large twinning shears, the non-classical interfacial processes should be 

hard to activate. These hypotheses are further validated in the following chapters. 
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5.0  MARTENSITIC TRANSFORMATION MEIDATED TWINNING IN HCP 

CRYSTALS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Martensitic transformations share lots of similarities with deformation twinning. In fact, due to 

the existence and random distribution of point defects, e.g. chemical disorder in solid solutions, 

ideal mirror symmetry of a twinning does not exist; and hence all twinning can be treated as 

martensitic transformations19. Both are important category of shear-driven solid-state 

transformations in materials. Both are widely used for tuning the properties of materials, e.g. 

steels, shape memory alloys, diamond-cubic silicon27, 𝛽-titanium alloys and HCP alloys. Both 

are interfacial processes that are mediated by interfacial defects on the twin boundary (for 

twinning) or habit plane (for martensitic transformation)105,153; especially in multiple-lattice 

crystal structures, e.g. HCP metals, both processes are mediated by interfacial defects that carry 

both shear and atom shuffle105. Therefore, they are the same class of non-diffusional 

transformations107,142, except that twinning does not change the structure of the parent crystal105. 

It has been found that martensitic transformation could mediate the twinning process19,154.  

Here, by deforming rhenium nanocrystals using state-of-the-art in situ TEM, we captured 

a novel martensitic transformation from HCP to FCC at atomic-resolution. The results uncovered 
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a new transformation twinning mechanism via an intermediate FCC phase, which, again, stood in 

contrast to the twinning dislocations mechanism50,70,84,85. 

Additionally, the mechanism of HCP→FCC transformation in literatures and this report 

were inter-related by using lattice correspondence analysis which further predicted more 

interfacial mechanisms for the HCP→FCC transformation. Surprisingly, the predictions were 

directly proved by using in situ TEM here. The findings demonstrate the multifunctional role of 

the FCC phase in the deformation of HCP crystals, and provide in-depth understanding to the 

fundamentals underneath case-dependent mechanisms of non-diffusional transformations. 

5.2 PROCEDURE 

The experimental procedures were generally the same as those described in Chapter 3.3. The 

orientations of the Re nanocrystals in this chapter were tuned such that the compression direction 

was along <1 -1 0 0> which strongly favored the {1 0 -1 2} twinning. And, the viewing direction 

was tuned to <1 1 -2 0> axis for HRTEM investigation of the twinning process; these viewing 

directions put the twinning plane edge-on so that HRTEM observation could be made on the 

shear plane. External shear on the matrix prismatic planes was applied by slightly tilting the 

crystal along the viewing direction, such that the compression direction was a few degrees off the 

<1 -1 0 0> direction giving a non-trivial resolved shear stress on the prismatic planes (or the B│P 

interface). The shear component of external loading prompted the martensitic transformation 

from HCP to FCC. The strain rate was controlled to be ~10-3 s-1 in all tests. 
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5.3 RESULTS 

5.3.1 In situ TEM observation of HCP→FCC martensitic transformation 

Figure 5.1 showed the HCP to FCC transformation in a Re nanopillar under <1 -1 0 0>-oriented 

compression. After initial elastic straining, {1 0 -1 2} twinning started by transformation of 

matrix prismatic planes in to twin basal planes, i.e. P→B transformation; and a FCC region was 

identified at the intersection of the P│B interface and surface (Figure 5.1a). With increasing 

strain, the FCC region expanded through layer-by-layer formation and propagation of {1 1 1} 

planes from the surface. During this process, single-layer interfacial defects74,105 migrated and 

contemporarily transformed the HCP prismatic planes into FCC {1 1 1} planes (Figure 5.1b). In 

contrast to previous reports on HCP to FCC transformation155-160, this process established a novel 

orientation relation between the FCC phase and the HCP matrix, i.e. {1 -1 0 0}//{1 1 1}, [0 0 0 

1]//<1 1 -2>, <1 1 -2 0>//<1 -1 0>. Moreover, the transformation was martensitic, generating a 

shear strain of 0.36 as manifested by the surface inclination angle of ~20o. As shown in the 

atomic resolution TEM snapshot in Figure 5.2, the single-layer interfacial defect carried atomic 

shuffles that transformed corrugated prismatic plane into flat {1 1 1} plane (cyan lines in Figure 

5.2), and magnitude of the Burgers vector was ~0.8Å as shown by the circuit analysis146. It 

should be noted that the observed martensitic transformation from HCP to FCC was reversible 

upon reverse loading (see Figure 5.3). 
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Figure 5.1 HCP→FCC martensitic transformation in a Re nanocrystal under <1 -1 0 0>-oriented 

compression. (a) HRTEM image of the FCC phase (enclosed in green lines) on the {1 0 -1 2} 

twin boundary. Nucleation of the FCC phase started from the intersection of the surface and the 

P│B interface. (b) Sequential TEM snapshots showing growth of the FCC phase by emission of 

interfacial defects from the surface and propagation (white arrows). Green and blue lines indicate 

the FCC│HCP phase boundaries. Scale bar in (a), 2 nm. 
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Figure 5.2 Enlarged atomic resolution TEM image showing single-layer interfacial defect that 

mediated the HCP→FCC transformation. The single-layer interfacial defect transforms HCP 

prismatic planes into FCC {1 1 1} planes. Green lines indicate the FCC│HCP phase boundary. 

Cyan lines demonstrate atom shuffles that flatten the corrugated prismatic plane. Circuit analysis 

(red circle and arrow) highlights the shear carried by each interfacial defect. Scale bar, 500 pm. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Sequential atomic resolution TEM image showing that the FCC phase reverses back 

to HCP (matrix) structure under reverse loading. Scale bar, 1 nm. 
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5.3.2 In situ TEM observation of FCC phase mediated {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

Remarkably, in further compression, the FCC phase transformed to HCP which was in twin 

orientation with the original HCP matrix, indicating that the FCC phase was an intermediate 

phase in the {1 0 -1 2} twinning process (Figure 5.4). During this process, the FCC {1 1 1} 

planes transformed into HCP basal planes, establishing an orientation relation of {1 1 1}//(0 0 0 

1) and <1 1 -2>//<1 -1 0 0>. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Sequential HRTEM snapshots showing FCC→HCP transformation in further 

compression, indicating that the FCC phase was an intermediate step in the {1 0 -1 2} 

twinning. Green lines denote the region of the FCC phase. Scale bars in (c, f), 2 nm. 

 

To demonstrate the sequential HCPmaxtrix→FCC→HCPtwin transformations in three 

dimensions, we schematically illustrated the transformations using a HCP unit-cell. As shown in 
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Figure 5.5a&c, the corrugated prismatic planes (P1~P3) in the unit-cell of HCP matrix were 

flattened by atomic shuffles and the in-plane structure became that of a FCC {1 1 1}. Then, as 

shown in Figure 5.5b&d, a homogeneous shear on every prismatic plane changed the stacking 

sequence from AB’AB’AB’ into ABCABC stacking of the FCC {1 1 1} planes. As such, the 

shear should be along the [0 0 0 1] direction of the matrix with a magnitude of ~0.3, which was 

fairly consistent with the experimental observation in Figure 5.2. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Schematic image of HCPmatrix→FCC→HCPtwin transformations via P→{1 1 1}→B, 

viewing along <1 1 -2 0> direction (a, c, e) and <1 -1 0 0> direction (b, d, f). 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 

5.4.1 The uniqueness of observed HCP→FCC martensitic transformation 

Based on crystallographic analysis, it is generally believed that martensitic transformation are 

mediated by interfacial defects that shear and shuffle matrix atoms into their corresponding 

positions in the martensite105,161. Even though static interfacial defects on martensitic phase 

boundaries have been imaged, it remains questionable whether these defects are able to move 

and dominate the transformation104. The in situ observations here (e.g. Figure 5.1) provide 

unprecedented evidence that martensitic transformation was indeed mediated by shuffle-gliding 

of interfacial defects.  

The martensitic transformation from HCP to FCC in Figure 5.1 is novel and totally 

different from those reported in literatures. To date, two orientation relation of HCP→FCC 

transformations have been reported in HCP metals155,156. The most common mechanism 

corresponds to an orientation relation of (0 0 0 1)//{1 1 1}, <1 -1 0 0>//<1 1 2>, <1 1 -2 0>//<1 1 

0>; experimental evidences suggest that such transformation is mediated by Shockley partial 

dislocations gliding on alternative basal planes, transforming the ABABAB stacking of HCP 

basal planes into ABCABC stacking of FCC {1 1 1} planes156,159,160,162. It is recently found that 

such orientation relation can also be established by mixed partial dislocations dissociated from 

both screw and 60o <a>-type dislocations on HCP basal planes157. The other HCP→FCC 

orientation relation is {1 -1 0 0}//{1 -1 0}, [0 0 0 1]//<0 0 2>, <1 1 -2 0>//<1 1 0>. Simulations 

suggest that it proceeds by shear-shuffle or pure-shuffle of HCP prismatic planes into FCC {0 1 

1} planes via two-layer or four-layer interfacial defects155,158. In contrast, the results here 
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demonstrate an unique orientation relation of {1 -1 0 0}//{1 1 1}, [0 0 0 1]//<1 1 -2>, <1 1 -2 

0>//<1 -1 0> (see Figure 5.2), manifesting a totally new transformation mechanism.  

5.4.2 Role of the FCC phase in HCP twinning 

The comparison of Gibbs free energies of HCP and FCC phase is critically influenced by the 

stress state163. In the HCP→FCC transformation process, the stress state at the intersection of the 

surface and the B│P interface could temporarily favor the HCP→FCC transformation. As shown 

in Figure 5.1, the FCC transformation happened in the matrix right next to the twin boundary 

where the compressive stress should be lower that needed for twinning. Compared to twinning, 

the HCP→FCC transformation should generate smaller compressive strain (-0.05 vs. -0.07) 

along the <c> axis, therefore the compressive strain field in the matrix nearby the twin boundary 

favored the HCP→FCC transformation.  

Besides, due to the intrinsic packing-density difference between the basal and prismatic 

planes, mismatch (see Figure 5.6) and presumably threading dislocations43 might have been 

created on the P│B interface. Presumably, driven by imaging force from the surface, these 

threading dislocations near the surface glided along the P│B interface and annihilated on the 

surface, providing a shear strain that drove the formation of FCC phase. In addition, the external 

shear stress due to the titled compression could also provide the driving shear for the HCP→FCC 

transformation (see Figure 5.4a-c). Compared with twinning, the HCP→FCC transformation 

could generate larger shear strain (~0.3 vs. 0) on the P│B interface, and hence effectively 

mediated the internal or external shear strains on the P│B interfaces.  
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Figure 5.6 Strain incompatibility on the P│B interface as a result of {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

mediated by P→B transformation 

 

Besides offering more slip modes and interfaces to impede dislocation motion, the FCC 

phase provided several unique contributions to the mechanical behaviors of HCP metals. First, as 

shown in Figure 5.5, this transformation could mediate normal strain along <c> axis which was 

particularly valuable to the ductility of HCP metals1. Second, it works cooperatively with the {1 

0 -1 2} twinning by mediating the external shear strain on the B│P-type twin boundaries. And, in 

further compression, it could transform back to HCP structure through, presumably gliding of 

partial dislocations on every other {1 1 1} planes156,162; thus the FCC phase acted as an 

intermediate step of P→B transformation and hence the {1 0 -1 2} twinning.  

5.4.3 More on HCP↔FCC phase transformation 

In the following, the HCP→FCC transformation mechanisms in literatures and this study were 

co-related, and more interfacial mechanisms for HCP→FCC transformation were predicted with 
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one more successfully validated here. Martensitic transformations in crystals are normally 

mediated by interfacial defects on the phase boundaries; the shuffle-gliding of the interfacial 

defects transform one plane in the matrix into the corresponding plane in the martensite (or 

twin)19,74,164. As hinted by the findings in {1 0 -1 2} twinning, a transformation is not necessarily 

mediated by a unique interfacial process; any interfacial processes that conforms to and 

establishes the “target” lattice correspondence could offer a potential transformation pathway. 

The activation of these possible mechanisms seemed to be associated with factors including 

small shear and simple shuffle18. In other words, corresponding planes gave a superset of 

transformation pathways that required further verification. 

To achieve small shear, planes involving in the interfacial process should have decently 

large d-spacing (or higher in-plane packing density); in other words, these planes should have 

low miller index. Referring to a well-known mechanism of HCP→FCC transformation wherein 

the HCP (0 0 0 1) becomes the FCC {1 1 1} (see plane ABC in Figure 5.7), the corresponding 

planes for all other {1 1 1} planes in the Thompson tetrahedral can be found. When ABCA 

stacking of FCC {1 1 1} became ABAB stacking of HCP (0 0 0 1), the green plane in Figure 

5.7a has to shear in one of three alternative ways (see pink arrows in Figure 5.7b); each way of 

shear results in a unique corresponding plane for plane BCD in Figure 5.7a—BCD1, BCD2 and 

BCD3
152. Note that the three alternative shear pathways correspond to the same HCP lattices 

(Figure 5.7c). Plane BCD1 and BCD2 are the same {0 1 -1 1} plane, and plane BCD3 is the 

prismatic plane. The corresponding planes for all other {1 1 1} planes in the Thompson 

tetrahedral (i.e. ACD and ABD in Figure 5.7a) can be found in the same way; and the results 

show that the corresponding planes for a FCC {1 1 1} can only be (0 0 0 1), {1 -1 0 0} or {1 -1 0 

1}. Similar analysis can also be applied to identify corresponding planes for the other low-index 
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planes in FCC, e.g. {1 1 0}; results indicated that low-index corresponding planes for a FCC {1 1 

0} are HCP {1 1 -2 0} or {1 -1 0 0}. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Topological analysis of lattice correspondences between FCC and HCP structures. (a) 

Unit-cell of a FCC lattice. The {1 1 1} planes are color-coded in yellow, cyan and green, 

respectively, to differentiate the ABCABC stacking. (b) Projection view of the unit-cell along the 

[1 1 1] direction. Pink arrows indicate possible shear directions of the green plane to achieve the 

FCC to HCP transformation. (c) Unit-cell of a HCP lattice. The FCC {1 1 1} plane (BCD) 

becomes the HCP {0 1 -1 0} or {0 1 -1 1} plane after the transformation. 
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HCP↔FCC transformations through interfacial processes of (0 0 0 1)hcp→{1 1 1}fcc 

156,157,159,160 and {1 -1 0 0}hcp→{1 1 0}fcc 155,158 have been widely reported. Interestingly, the in 

situ investigation here unprecedentedly verified transformations following the other two 

interfacial processes. Observations in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 demonstrated the HCP→FCC 

transformations through {1 -1 0 0}hcp→{1 1 1}fcc. And, observations in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 

demonstrated the HCP→FCC transformation through {1 -1 0 1}hcp→{1 1 1}fcc.  

The Re nanocrystal in Figure 5.8 was under {1 -1 0 0}-oriented compression. The 

deformation was primarily dominated by the P→B transformation (i.e. {1 0 -1 2} twinning) and 

{1 -1 0 0}hcp→{1 1 1}fcc transformation (i.e. HCP→FCC phase transformation). A series of 

transformations took place in the upper-left region of the nanocrystal (see the boxed region in 

Figure 5.8b). Microstructure evolution of the very region was shown in the sequential HRTEM 

snapshots in Figure 5.8c. The HCP matrix transformed into a FCC structure at 43s (see Figure 

5.8c). The FCC {1 1 1} layers of FCC were emitted from the surface and expanded laterally into 

the HCP matrix by transforming the HCP (-1 1 0 1) planes right in front of each FCC {1 1 1}; 

and the surface facet of HCP (-1 0 1 1) transformed into the other {1 1 1} plane of FCC (see 

Figure 5.9). This observation vividly demonstrates a novel interfacial process of {1 -1 0 

1}hcp→{1 1 1}fcc which establishes a unique orientation relation between HCP and FCC 

lattices— {-1 1 0 1}//{1 1 1}, <2 -1 -1 3>//<1 -1 0>, <-1 -2 3 1>//<1 1 -2>. 
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Figure 5.8 Grain rotation assisted by HCP→FCC phase transformation. (a-b) Sequential 

HRTEM images of a Re crystal under <1 -1 00>-oriented compression. Inset in (a) is the FFT of 

the HRTEM image. White dash lines indicate grain boundary, twin boundary and phase 

boundaries formed during deformation. (c) Sequential HRTEM snapshots showing the 

microstructure evolution of the boxed region in (b). The region went through a grain rotation in 

the period, mediating by sequential transformations from HCP→FCC→HCP. Scale bar in (c), 2 

nm. 
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Figure 5.9 Enlarged HRTEM image of the FCC│HCP phase boundary (pink lines) in Figure 

5.8b, demonstrating the unique interfacial process wherein HCP (-1 1 0 1) planes transform to 

FCC {1 1 1} planes. Insets on the left were FFTs of the HCP matrix (HCP-G1), FCC phase, and 

the HCP grain transformed from the FCC phase (HCP-G2). Solid lines are corresponding planes 

of twin (in yellow color) and matrix (in cyan color). Block arrows indicate the migration 

direction of the phase boundary. Scale bar, 1 nm. 

 

The multiple transformation pathways between FCC and HCP leads to the attendant 

multifunction of the FCC phase in the deformation of HCP crystals. For example, as shown in 

Figure 5.4, the FCC could act as an intermediate phase in the {1 0 -1 2} twinning process of the 

HCP matrix through the sequential {1 -1 0 0}hcp→{1 1 1}fcc→(0 0 0 1)hcp transformations; 

moreover, the FCC phase could assist grain rotation of the HCP matrix through sequential {1 -1 

0 1}hcp→{1 1 1}fcc→(0 0 0 1)hcp transformations (see 43s & 58s snapshots in Figure 5.8c). 

Therefore, prompting the HCP⟷FCC transformation can be useful for the grain pulverization of 

HCP metals, generating a microstructure with duel-phase (HCP and FCC) and fine grain sizes 

which may lead to combined increases of strength and ductility7.  
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5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

Through in situ atomic-resolution TEM, a novel martensitic transformation from HCP to FCC 

was revealed, which acted as an intermediate step in the {1 0 -1 2} twinning process. Direct 

evidences were captured for the interfacial defects mediating martensitic transformation. The 

sequential HCP→FCC→HCP transformation presents a novel pathway of deformation twinning, 

and may explain the wide existence of FCC domains in the {1 0 -1 2} twins of HCP metals. 

The underlying principle in the HCP→FCC transformation mechanisms in this 

investigation and literatures was discussed. New transformation mechanisms were predicted and 

directly testified by using in situ TEM. The in situ observations further revealed that the facile 

transformation pathways between HCP and FCC gave in a multifunctional role of the FCC 

structure in the deformation of HCP crystals. 
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6.0  IN SITU TEM INVESTIGATION OF {1 1 -2 1} TWINNING 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The twinning dislocation mechanism has been widely accepted for twinning formation in HCP 

crystals19. However, the in situ results on {1 0 -1 2} twinning (see Section 4.5) revealed a 

different mechanism wherein the dominant interfacial process that mediated the twinning 

formation was not on the twinning plane. As shown in the discussion, the abnormal twinning 

pathway may be attributed to the extremely low shear of {1 0 -1 2} twinning mode101. Therefore, 

it is intriguing and promising to verify the dominant role of twinning dislocation mechanisms in 

twinning modes with large twinning shear.  

{1 1 -2 1} twinning widely exists in Ti139, Zr68, Co165 and particularly Re123. Classical 

twinning theories predict that the K2 plane for the {1 1 -2 1} twinning is {0 0 0 2}; and 

corresponding twinning shear is 1/𝛾 (~0.62 for pure Re)19,51,166. It should be noted that the 

abnormal twinning shear68 and associated mechanisms72,166 regarding {1 1 -2 1} twinning in Zr 

are far beyond the findings on Re and will not be covered here. Since the {1 1 -2 1} twinning 

mode has a much larger twinning shear (theoretically the largest among all prevalent twinning 

modes19), interfacial processes other than the twinning dislocation mechanism would result in 

large deviation from the orientation relation of an ideal {1 1 -2 1} twinning which hence is most 

likely dominated by twinning dislocation mechanism. 
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Based on computational simulations and ex situ experiments, it is generally agreed that 

the {1 1 -2 1} twinning is mediated by twinning dislocations on the {1 1 -2 1} twinning plane59. 

However, it remains debatable as for the type of dominant twinning dislocations. Classically, 

twinning dislocation on {1 1 -2 1} twinning plane should be a single-layer twinning dislocation 

(or elementary twinning dislocation) with a step height h of one {1 1 -2 1} plane19,73. Though, 

molecular dynamics simulations by Serra et al. showed that such dislocation was not stable and 

would decompose into two dislocations with step heights of 1/2{1 1 -2 1} plane51,62. By tracking 

the atomic movement during the twinning process, their recent simulations further revealed that 

the twin boundaries adjoining by the (b1/2, h1/2) were energetically degenerated and hence the 

twinning dislocation was stable; in addition, the core of the (b1/2, h1/2) twinning dislocation was 

highly expanded giving rise to its good mobility51. However, direct experimental evidences to 

the twinning dislocations and their mobility are currently lacking.  

Additionally, the atomic shuffles in the {1 1 -2 1} twinning remain elusive. Earlier 

molecular dynamics simulations concluded that shuffle normal to the shear plane was not 

necessary for this twinning mode62,167. However, simulations revealed that the twinning shear 

changed the stacking sequence of the basal planes, and atomic shuffles were necessary to re-

establish the stacking of basal planes in the twin111,168. 4 alternative shuffle mechanisms have 

been suggested111. Unfortunately, due to the difficulty in detecting the angstrom-scale atomic 

movement in the complex HCP structure, the problem remains inconclusive. 

Here, through state-of-the-art in situ TEM, the {1 1 -2 1} twinning process was directly 

captured at atomic resolution. The results unambiguous unravel above questions, especially the 

mystery on dominant twinning dislocations and atomic shuffles. 
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6.2 PROCEDURE 

The prevalent deformation mode of bulk Re was characterized by using ex situ TEM observation 

on the microstructure of a cold-rolled Re plate. The Re plate was initially recrystallized at 960oC 

in inert argon atmosphere for 4 hours to minimize pre-existing defects. Then, it was manually 

cold-rolled at room temperature and thinned by mechanical polishing into ~50 𝜇m thick foil. The 

Re foil was cut into round disks (~3mm in diameter) by using a punching machine, and then 

milled to electron transparency by using precision Ar ion polishing system. The sample was 

loaded on a conventional double-tilt TEM holder and characterized under low magnification and 

HRTEM modes. 

In situ experimental procedures were basically the same as those described in Section 3.3. 

For in situ HRTEM observations, the orientations of the Re nanocrystals in this study were tuned 

such that the {1 1 -2 1} twinning plane was edge-on. Tension tests were made along a direction 

that was a few degrees off the [0 0 0 1] direction of the sample; this loading orientation rendered 

a high Schmid factor for the {1 1 -2 1} twinning mode which was in competition with the basal 

slip. Compression tests were made along a direction that was a few degrees tilt about the [2 -1 -1 

3] direction with respect to [0 1 -1 0] direction. It should be noted that this loading direction 

should favor the {1 0 -1 2} twinning, the activation of {1 1 -2 1} twinning might be attributed to 

the possible misaligned compression. The twinning processes were characterized on two viewing 

directions— <1 -1 0 0> direction (i.e. normal to the shear plane) and <1 1 -2 -3> direction; the 

<1 1 -2 -3> view of the twinning process made it possible to capture the atomic shuffles along 

the <1 -1 0 0> direction. The strain rate was controlled to be ~10-3 s-1 in all tests.  
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6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.3.1 Ex situ observation of the {1 1 -2 1} twinning in bulk Re 

Ex situ TEM characterization of deformation twinning in cold-rolled bulk HCP pure Re was 

shown Figure 6.1. Low magnification TEM image (see Figure 6.1a) revealed massive twinning 

bands in the deformed sample. The viewing direction of the deformed grain was adjusted to the 

<c> axis of the matrix crystal, such that all 3 orientations of {1 1 -2 1} twinning bands could be 

observed. These twinning bands were parallel to the edge of the same family of crystal planes, 

i.e. the {1 1 -2 1}. Select area electron diffraction pattern and HRTEM lattice image of the twin 

band (see Figure 6.1b-c) showed the same orientation relation that was consistent with the 

theoretical orientation relation of the matrix and a {1 1 -2 1} twin, further proving that the 

observed twinning belonged to the {1 1 -2 1} twinning mode. 

Schematic image in Figure 6.1d illustrates the orientation relation of the matrix and the 

twin unit cells. When the inclined (2 -1 -1 1) twinning planes in the matrix and the twin are 

aligned, the matrix <c> direction should be “nearly” parallel to the [2 -1 -1 3] direction of the 

twin, and the matrix [2 -1 -1 0] direction should be parallel to the twin [2 -1 -1 2] direction; such 

orientation relation is exactly the same as those shown in Figure 6.1b-c. These observations 

unambiguously demonstrated that the {1 1 -2 1} twinning was a dominant twinning mode in bulk 

HCP Re, which was consistent with previous report123. 
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Figure 6.1 Prevalent {1 1 -2 1} twinning in bulk Re. (a) Low magnification TEM image 

showing massive {1 1 -2 1} twins (yellow arrows). (b) Selected area diffraction pattern from the 

circled region in (a). The blue and yellow hexagons mark the reciprocal lattice of matrix and 

twin, respectively. (c) HRTEM image of a {1 1 -2 1} twin, viewing along the [0 0 0 1] direction 

of the matrix crystal. The (2 -1 -1 1) twinning plane is inclined ~17.3o to the viewing direction. 

Inset is FFT of the HRTEM image. (d) Schematics of the matrix cell (in blue) and twin cell (in 

yellow), with an orientation relation corresponding to that in (b). Red lines indicate the invariant 

{1 1 -2 1} twinning planes. Scale bar in (a), 500 nm; scale bar in (c), 2 nm. 
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6.3.2 In situ low-magnification observation of the {1 1 -2 1} twinning 

The Re nanocrystals for the in situ low magnification characterization of the {1 1 -2 1} twinning 

process were shown in Figure 6.2. In situ compression tests was carried out using a bi-crystal 

which was synthesized by welding two Re nanocrystals together using an electric pulse (Figure 

6.3a). As shown in Figure 6.2, the upper crystal had an angle of ~10o with respect to the lower 

crystal about the viewing direction. As such, the bi-crystal had a low angle tilt “grain boundary”, 

providing the strain compatibility condition for easy twinning formation. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 TEM images and corresponding select area diffraction patterns of the upper (a) and 

lower (b) crystals. The upper and lower crystals had the same zone axis (ZA) and a mutual 

rotation of ~10o about the ZA. 
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Figure 6.3 Sequential in situ low magnification TEM snapshots showing the {1 1 -2 1} twinning 

(a-c) and detwinning (e-f) processes in Re bi-crystal. (d) HRTEM image of the {1 1 -2 1} twin 

boundary (indicated by yellow dash lines). Inset in (d) shows the atomic model of the {1 1 -2 1} 

twin boundary under current viewing direction. White dash lines mark the grain boundary of the 

bi-crystal. Scale bar in (a), 10 nm. 

 

Compression was applied roughly along the [5 -6 1 -1] direction of the upper crystal 

which had a diameter of ~35nm and was free of defects initially. Upon compression, the bi-
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crystal deformed elastically; and then plastic deformation started with an immediate twinning 

nucleation from the side surface of the crystal (Figure 6.3b). The twin nucleus penetrated through 

the whole crystal upon nucleation. Subsequent compression was mediated by the twinning 

growth, i.e. thickening of the twin band (Figure 6.3c). The twin boundaries apparently remained 

parallel to the (-2 1 1 -1) twinning plane, and the twinning penetrated through the grain boundary 

into the lower crystal (see Figure 6.3c). Lattice image of the twin boundary in Figure 6.3d shows 

a consistent structure with the model of an ideal {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary, further proving that 

the {1 1 -2 1} twinning mode. Upon unloading and/or reverse loading, the twin band gradual 

thinned and eventually disappeared (Figure 6.3e-f), demonstrating that the {1 1 -2 1} twinning 

was totally reversible. It should be noted that there were cases when part of the {1 1 -2 1} twin 

remained even after the bi-crystal fractured at the grain boundary, meaning that the {1 1 -2 1} 

twinning was not pseudo-elastic.  

The {1 1 -2 1} twinning nucleation process was too fast to capture with current TEM. 

The nucleus penetrated the whole cross-section of the crystal within 0.3s; and no strain 

accommodation mechanism was observed at the “twin tip”165. In addition, the critical stress for 

the twinning nucleation should be larger than that required for the twinning growth; since the 

deformation was primarily dominated by the twinning growth of a single twin band. Though, the 

easy nucleation of the twinning dislocations during twinning growth might be attributed to the 

stress concentration on the surface steps generated by the twin. 

6.3.3 In situ atomic-resolution observation of {1 1 -2 1} twinning growth 

To reveal the exact defects that mediated the {1 1 -2 1} twinning, in situ compression tests were 

carried out to characterize the {1 1 -2 1} twinning process at atomic resolution. In <1 -1 0 0> 
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view (see Figure 6.4), the smallest distance between atom columns was ~1.38 Å which was 

larger than the spatial resolution of the TEM; and hence atomic resolution could be validly 

achieved. Moreover, the detectable magnitude of twinning shear was largest and the K2 plane 

was edge-on under this viewing direction. These features of the viewing direction enabled the 

study of atomic twin-boundary structures. 

Figure 6.4 shows the sequential HRTEM snapshots of a Re nanocrystal under [1 -2 1 13]-

oriented tension. Note that the maximum Schmid factors for the {1 1 -2 1}<1 1 -2 -6> twinning 

and basal <a> slip were 0.44 and 0.23, respectively. The deformation in tension and subsequent 

unloading/compression was mediated by the {1 1 -2 1} twinning and detwinning, respectively. 

By imaging the intersection of the surface and the propagating twin boundary, individual 

twinning dislocations and surface facet evolution were recorded. The migration of the twin 

boundary was found to be mediated by twinning dislocations which had universal step height of 

1/2 {1 1 -2 1} plane, i.e. (b1/2, h1/2). Furthermore, as indicated by the surface facet evolution (see 

red arrows in Figure 6.4), basal surface facets of the matrix transformed into basal surface facets 

of the twin during twinning process; this planar correspondence directly proved that the basal 

plane was the second invariant plane (i.e. K2). By measuring the surface inclination (i.e. rotation 

angle of the K2 plane), the magnitude of twinning shear was estimated to be ~0.65, which was 

reasonably consistent with the theoretical predictions (~0.62 for Re). It should be noted that 

twinning dislocations with much larger step heights were occasionally discovered during the {1 1 

-2 1} twinning growth, but they generally had a much lower mobility than the (b1/2, h1/2); and 

according to the in situ observations here, the (b1/2, h1/2) dislocations were the dominant 

interfacial defects that mediated the {1 1 -2 1} twinning process. 
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Figure 6.4 Sequential in situ HRTEM snapshots of the {1 1 -2 1} twinning growth process in a 

Re nanocrystal under [1 -2 1 13]-oriented tension, viewing along the plane of shear. The images 

are aligned. Pink lines indicate the {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary. Red arrows indicate the evolution 

of surface facets during twinning process. Cyan lines are reference line for tracking the 

thickening of the twin. White circle and white arrows indicate the twinning dislocations of (b1/2, 

h1/2) type and their motion direction. Scale bar, 500 pm. 

 

6.3.4 In situ atomic-resolution observation of {1 1 -2 1} detwinning 

Figure 6.5 shows sequential atomic-resolution TEM snapshots of the detwinning process of a {1 

1 -2 1} twin. The Re nanocrystal was initially under [2 -4 2 23]-oriented tension; and the 

deformation was mediated by nucleation and growth of a {1 1 -2 1} twinning. Upon unloading or 

reversed loading, the deformation was dominated by detwinning of the {1 1 -2 1} twin. As 

shown in Figure 6.5a, the detwinning proceeded by migration of the twin boundary which 

resided on the coherent {1 1 -2 1} twinning planes throughout the process. Enlarged atomic-

resolution TEM image of the twin boundary revealed unambiguously a dislocation (see Figure 
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6.5b) which had a step height of half {1 1 -2 1} plane and was the same as the twinning 

dislocation of (b1/2, h1/2) discovered in twinning growth (see Figure 6.4).  

 

 

Figure 6.5 (b1/2, h1/2) twinning dislocation mediated detwinning of a {1 1 -2 1} twin. CTBs are 

discerned by colored lines. (a) Sequential atomic resolution snapshots of the process. (b) 

Enlarged HRTEM image of a twinning dislocation on the {-1 2 -1 1} twin boundary. Inset is the 

FFT of the region. Scale bar in (a) 1 nm; scale bar in (b) 500 pm. 

 

It is surprising that the reverse deformation is mediated by the detwinning rather than 

basal slip in the twin considering that the Schmid factor for basal slip in the twin was quite large 
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(~0.49). A possible explanation for the detwinning mediated reverse deformation is that the 

stress required for basal dislocations nucleation (see calculation on Mg169) is higher than that 

required for the (b1/2, h1/2) twinning dislocation migration (see calculation in Zr51). Above all, the 

in situ observations provide clear evidences that {1 1 -2 1} twinning is shear-dominated process 

mediated predominantly by twinning dislocations; and the conjugate twinning plane was basal 

plane and the twinning shear was ~0.6, which were all consistent with the expectation of 

classical twinning theories. However, the dominant twinning dislocations are the mobile (b1/2, 

h1/2) dislocations rather than (b1, h1), providing direct evidences to the prediction of molecular 

dynamics simulations51,62. It should be noted that the (b1, h1), if present, would likely dissociate 

into two (b1/2, h1/2) dislocations spontaneously, since the (b1/2, h1/2) carries a smaller Burgers 

vector and the dissociation significantly reduces the long-range elastic strain energy of the (b1, 

h1) twinning dislocation. 

6.3.5 In situ investigation of atomic shuffles in the {1 1 -2 1} twinning 

To determine whether atom shuffles were involved in the twinning process, in situ HRTEM 

investigation was carried out by viewing the {1 1 -2 1} twinning process along the <1 1 -2 -3> 

direction. Though the <1 1 -2 -6> view is the best choice to detect atom shuffles in this twinning 

mode, 2D atomic (or lattice) resolution image cannot be achieved along <1 1 -2 -6> viewing 

direction, due to the fact that the minimum distance between atom columns within the prismatic 

layers is smaller than the spatial resolution of the TEM; moreover, it is hard to determine 

whether the twinning if there the shuffle is trivial. Referring to the projection of the {1 1 -2 1} 

twinning plane, <1 1 -2 -3> was the only low-index direction that had a non-zero projection on 
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the <1 -1 0 0> shuffle direction (see Figure 6.6); and hence it was the best viewing direction to 

study atomic shuffles in the {1 1 -2 1} twinning. 

As shown in Figure 6.7a, the pristine Re nanocrystal was defect-free with a diameter of 

~18nm and an asperity ratio of ~1.2. Upon [-6 5 1 -1]-oriented compression and de-compression, 

deformation of this nanocrystal was dominated by {1 1 -2 1} twinning and detwinning, 

respectively (see Figure 6.7b). The twinning nucleated from the surface near the grain boundary. 

After nucleation, the twinning grew by shearing the matrix and the twin boundary migrated 

concomitantly. Sequential lattice-resolution TEM snapshots of the twin boundary propagation 

were shown in Figure 6.8. No twinning dislocations or step features could be identified directly 

from the snapshots. However, the operation of twinning dislocations was hinted by the “step-

wise” movement of the twin boundary (see Figure 6.8). The twin boundary apparently advanced 

by one {1 1 -2 1} layer each step, implying that the dominating twinning dislocation should have 

a maximum step height of one {1 1 -2 1} layer; in other words, the operating twinning 

dislocations should be (b1/1, h1/1) or (b1/2, h1/2). Considering the fact that the twin boundaries 

leaded by (b1/2, h1/2) and (b1/1, h1/1) have the same lattice image under <1 1 -2 -3> observation, it 

is essentially impossible to differentiate these two twinning dislocation under <1 1 -2 -3> 

viewing direction. Considering that no moving single-layer steps, which would likely present if 

the dominant twinning dislocations were (b1/1, h1/1) type, were captured on the twin boundary, the 

dominant twinning dislocations should be (b1/2, h1/2) the same as those found in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.6 Structure model of the (1 1 -2 1) twinning plane. Atoms and lattices of the two sub-

planes, i.e. the (2 2 -4 2) planes, are distinguished by yellow and cyan colors. Arrows indicate the 

low-index directions within the plane. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 HRTEM observation of the {1 1 -2 1} twinning process viewing along <1 1 -2 3> 

direction. (a) The Re single-crystal used for the experiment. Cyan lines indicate the {1 1 -2 1} 

twin boundary. (b) FFT of the twinning region in panel (a), showing an orientation relation that 

is fully consistent with that of a {1 1 -2 1} twinning. Pink and cyan squares indicate the 

reciprocal lattices of the twin and matrix, respectively. Scale bar in (a) 5 nm. 
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Figure 6.8 Sequential HRTEM snapshots showing the {1 1 -2 1} coherent twin boundary 

migration (during detwinning). Solid and dash cyan lines indicate the current and original (0s) 

position of the twin boundary. Red arrows marked the reference point. Scale bar, 1 nm. 

 

To identify the atomic shuffles involving in the {1 1 -2 1} twinning, detailed HRTEM 

analysis was carried out on the in situ snapshot of the twin boundary during twinning growth 

(Figure 6.9). In the <1 1 -2 -3> view, the edges of the prismatic planes were marked as red lines 

in Figure 6.9a. As shown in the atomic model (Figure 6.9b), if there was no atomic shuffle along 

the <1 -1 0 0> direction, the edges of the prismatic planes in the matrix and the twin should be 

connected exactly on the twin boundary with perfect mirror symmetry. On the other hand, if 

there were atomic shuffles, the edges of the prismatic planes in the matrix and the twin should be 

detached on the twin boundary (see Figure 6.9c). In fact, the latter case is exactly what has been 

observed (see red lines and yellow arrow in Figure 6.9a). The magnitude of lateral detachment of 
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the red lines at the twin boundary is measured to be ~0.7Å (see Figure 6.9a), corresponding to 

~0.8Å magnitude of shuffle along the <1 -1 0 0> direction. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 Determine the atomic shuffles by using in situ snapshot of the moving {1 1 -2 1} twin 

boundary. (a) Enlarged lattice image of the {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary (marked by cyan line). 

Inset shows the simulated HRTEM image of the atomic model in panel (c). (b) <1 1 -2 -3> 

projection of the atomic model of an {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary with no shuffle. Matrix and twin 

atoms were colored in cyan and gray, respectively. (c) <1 1 -2 -3> projection of the atomic 

model of an {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary with atomic shuffles. Red lines mark the edges of 

prismatic planes. Yellow arrows in (a, c) indicate the projection of the shuffle vector. 

 

Referring to the 4 scenarios of atomic-shuffle mechanisms in topological analysis111, 

structure models for each of these scenarios were constructed and used as input for simulating 

HRTEM images which were then compared with our in situ HRTEM snapshot in Figure 6.9a. 

Note that the HRTEM simulation employed a multi-slicing method and the parameters used for 

the simulation were reasonable estimations of the actual state of the experiment. Specifically, 

TEM accelerating voltage was 300KeV, spherical aberration was 20nm, defocus was 25nm and 

thickness of the structure models were ~12nm (consistent with the estimated sample thickness at 
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the local region where the TEM snapshot in Figure 6.9a was taken). Through trial and error, best 

match was found which showed atoms on alternative basal planes shuffling along ~1/6<-1 1 0 0> 

direction (as schematically shown in Figure 6.10). Incidentally, the magnitude of shuffle in the 

model of best match is ~0.8Å which is precisely consistent with our measurement in Figure 6.9a. 

 

 

Figure 6.10 Schematic illustration of the atomic shuffles in the best matching model, viewing 

along the <1 1 -2 -6> direction. Cyan balls and yellow squares represent atoms on adjacent basal 

planes. Red arrows represent the shuffles of atoms on the yellow basal plane. Projection of HCP 

unit-cells are drawn in black lines. 
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It should be noted that simulations on shuffles involving in the {1 1 -2 1} twinning 

process started decades ago. Various scenarios of shuffles have been proposed through 

simulations. Crocker et al. believed that no shuffle along the <1 -1 0 0> direction was 

required167. Morozumi et al. proposed four scenarios and believed that atomic shuffles of 

∓1/12<1 -1 0 0> on alternative basal planes was the most likely scenario for {1 1 -2 1} 

twinning111. Similar scenario of atomic shuffle was also reflected in the simulations by Pond et 

al.51. Yet, according to our experimental observation, the atomic shuffles were only carried by 

every other basal planes and had a magnitude of ~1/6<1 -1 0 0>. This finding is intriguing in that 

the shuffle magnitude is not the minimum. The sample surface may be hold accountable. When 

all basal planes shuffles, e.g. in ∓1/12<1 -1 0 0> scenario111, the prismatic surface facets would 

be severely bended at the twin boundary. The surface tension on the prismatic surface facets 

would presumably counteract such bending by reducing the shuffles on surface prismatic facet. 

Thereafter, the prismatic layer right beneath the surface would have to take a larger share of the 

shuffle, i.e. ~1/6<1 -1 0 0>; and the rest prismatic planes of the crystal react accordingly. 

Whatever the exact reason is, when the sample surface could play a role, the sample size would 

play a role. 

6.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Through in situ TEM studies, the {1 1 -2 1} twinning process in Re nanocrystals have been 

successfully captured at high resolution. The results reveal unprecedentedly and unambiguously 

the shear and atomic shuffles in the twinning process, as well as the dominant twinning 
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dislocations. The findings provide direct experimental evidences to the classical twinning 

theories and recent simulations on the {1 1 -2 1} twinning mode. 

It was found that the {1 1 -2 1} twinning was a shear-dominated process mediated by 

twinning dislocations. The twinning shear and all twinning elements revealed by HRTEM 

observation were fully consistent with the prediction of classical twinning theories. The twinning 

growth as well as detwinning were primarily mediated by (b1/2, h1/2) twinning dislocations, rather 

than (b1, h1) in classical prediction. Twinning dislocation with much larger step height was also 

identified, but showed much lower mobility than (b1/2, h1/2) dislocations. Moreover, direct 

evidence of atomic shuffles was revealed in the twinning process, as manifested by a lack of 

mirror symmetry on the twin boundary. The atoms on alternative basal planes shuffled ~1/6<-1 1 

0 0> in the {1 1 -2 1} twinning process. 
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7.0  IN SITU TEM INVESTIGATION OF {1 1 -2 2} TWINNING 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The {1 1 -2 2} twinning is believed to be a contraction twinning that widely exists in HCP 

metals, e.g. Zr68, Y170, and Ti41,56,69. Classical twinning theories, based on the assumptions that 

feasible twinning modes should have small twinning shear and simple atomic shuffles, predict 

that the K2 for the {1 1 -2 2} twinning should be the {1 1 -2 -4} plane19,59 (see Figure 2.3); and 

the twinning shear is relatively low 2(𝛾2-2)/3𝛾 (~0.25 for Re), but the required shuffles are large 

and complex19,60. When the {1 1 -2 -2} plane becomes the K2 plane, the required shuffles are 

simpler, but the twinning shear increases to 𝛾-𝛾-1 (~0.99 for Re)60. Recent molecular dynamics 

simulations on the {1 1 -2 2} twinning reported that the K2 plane might be the basal plane60,61,65. 

In this case, according to topological analysis, the {1 1 -2 2} twinning would require no atomic 

shuffle59. Yet, the simulation results are deemed “unlikely” due to the attendant extremely large 

twinning shear of 2/𝛾 (~1.24 for Re) which confronts the small twinning shear assumption in 

classical twinning theories19,59,60; in addition, the {1 1 -2 2} twinning mode requires tension 

along <c> axis and is expected to be inactive due to its competition with the other easy twinning 

modes, e.g. {1 1 -2 1} and {1 0 -1 2} twinning59. It is further demonstrated that, considering the 

sense of the twinning shear, the finding that (0 0 0 1) K2 plane requires tension along <c> axis 

and hence does not confront with the classical {1 1 -2 -4} K2 plane which requires compression 
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along <c> axis59. Even if there is a tension twinning mode on {1 1 -2 2} twinning plane, the K2 

plane may not be basal but {1 1 -2 -6} which will render much lower twinning shear but more 

complex shuffles. The first target is to investigate whether {1 1 -2 2} twinning is feasible under 

tension along <c> axis and identify the corresponding K2 plane through in situ TEM.  

Second, as a result of the debatable K2, the magnitude of twinning shear for the {1 1 -2 2} 

twinning is also debatable. The twinning shear of ~0.2 has been determined experimentally in  

Zr68 and Ti69 under <c> axis compression, which is consistent with the expectation of classical 

twinning theory when the K2 is {1 1 -2 -4}. When the K2 is basal plane, the twinning shear 

should be ~1.259,61-63. Yet, some simulation work also argues that the twinning shear can be 

significantly reduced when atoms on the twin boundary shuffle along the η1 direction60,66. The 

second target in this chapter is to measure the actual twinning shear (and hence the atomic 

shuffles) for the {1 1 -2 2} tension twinning by tracking the atomic motion and the surface facet 

inclination during twinning. 

Third, the dominant twinning dislocation in {1 1 -2 2} twinning remains elusive62,63. 

According to the classical theory, when K2 is {1 1 -2 -4}, the twinning dislocation should have a 

step height of three {1 1 -2 2} layers. However, when K2 is basal plane, the twinning dislocation 

should be elementary, i.e. have a step height of one {1 1 -2 2} layer. When K2 is {1 1 -2 -6}, the 

twinning dislocation should span two {1 1 -2 2} layers. The third target is to capture the 

dominant twinning dislocations for {1 1 -2 2} twinning. 
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7.2 PROCEDURE 

The basic procedures of the in situ experiment were the same as those described in Chapter 3.3. 

It was suggested that the {1 1 -2 2} tension twinning mode was inactive due to the competition 

with {1 0 -1 2} and {1 1 -2 1} twinning under tension loading along <c> axis59. In order to 

render a relatively higher Schmid factor for the {1 1 -2 2} twinning mode than those for the basal 

slip and the competing twinning modes, orientation of the Re nanocrystal in this investigation 

was tuned to a few degrees (ideally ~13o) off the <c> axis about <1 -1 0 0>. To determine the K2 

plane, in situ HRTEM observation was carried out to track the motion of each atom columns and 

hence establish the correspondence of atomic planes; especially, evolution of the basal surface 

facet during the {1 1 -2 2} twinning process would be captured to determine whether it was 

invariant during twinning. Besides, the viewing direction was tuned to <1 -1 0 0> such that the 

K2 plane, the twinning plane, and the twinning dislocation were edge-on and easy to identify. 

The atomic resolution sequential snapshots were taken for tracking the shear movement of each 

atom columns during the {1 1 -2 2} twinning process; thus, the magnitude of twinning shear can 

be precisely measured. The strain rate was controlled to be ~10-3 s-1 in all tests.  

7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

7.3.1 Revealing the K2 through in situ atomic-resolution TEM 

The basal surface facet evolution during the {1 1 -2 2} twinning process in Re nanocrystal was 

shown in Figure 7.1 (see red lines). The Re nanocrystal was under tensile deformation roughly 
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along the [1 1 -2 6] direction (roughly <c> axis tension); note that the Schmid factor for the (-1 -

1 2 2)[-1 -1 2 -3] twinning dislocation was ~0.45 in this case. The deformation was primarily 

mediated by the {1 1 -2 2} twinning (see the coherent twin boundary in Figure 7.1). Upon 

reversed loading, the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary (see green lines) migrated downward. The basal 

surface facet in the twin transformed into basal surface facet in the matrix, manifesting a 

correspondence relation between the matrix basal and the twin basal. In other words, the basal 

plane was the second invariant plane in the {1 1 -2 2} twinning process. By tracking the 

movement of atom columns in the view, atomic correspondence could be identified wherein the 

matrix {1 1 -2 -4} plane transformed into the {1 1 -2 -8} plane in the twin (see yellow lines in 

Figure 7.1b), indicating that the {1 1 -2 -4} plane was not invariant in this twinning process. 

These observations provided direct evidences that the {1 1 -2 2} tension twinning does exist and 

its K2 plane is the basal plane.  

 

 

Figure 7.1 Sequential atomic resolution snapshots of a {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary (indicated by 

green lines) propagation, viewing along the <1 -1 0 0> direction. Red lines indicate the basal 

surface facets. Yellow lines indicate the correspondence between the matrix {1 1 -2 -4} plane 

and the twin {1 1 -2 -8} plane. Scale bar, 500 pm. 
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The choice of basal as the K2 plane over {1 1 -2 -4} and {1 1 -2 -2} has been attributed to 

the loading directions59. Under tension along <c> axis, the available (or competing) choices for 

K2 plane are {1 1 -2 -6} and (0 0 0 1). Compared with the case where the K2 plane is {1 1 -2 -6}, 

the (0 0 0 1) K2 results in a much larger theoretical twinning shear (0.1 vs. 1.2) and but much 

simpler theoretical atomic shuffles. Therefore, the choice of (0 0 0 1) over {1 1 -2 -6} as the K2 

plane implies that simple atomic shuffles may be more important than small twinning shear for 

twinning in HCP nanocrystals. 

7.3.2 Twinning shear for {1 1 -2 2} twinning 

A twinning shear of ~1.2 could be estimated based on the inclination of the originally flat basal 

surface facet Figure 7.1. The magnitude of the twinning shear could also be measured directly 

from the sequential atomic-resolution TEM snapshots of the {1 1 -2 2} twinning process. As 

shown in Figure 7.2b&d, the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary during straining migrated “step-wisely” at 

one {1 1 -2 2} layer per step, implying the operation of the elementary twinning dislocations. 

The magnitude of twinning shear carried by such elementary twinning dislocation could be 

calculated by dividing the movement of the basal planes along the shear direction (1.3~1.4 Å, see 

the measurements in Figure 7.2b&d) by the d-spacing of the {1 1 -2 2} planes (~1.17 Å). Using 

this method, twinning shear was measured to be ~1.15, roughly consistent with the value 

obtained from surface inclination as well as the values reported in previous simulations59,61-63.  
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Figure 7.2 Sequential atomic resolution TEM snapshots showing the nucleation and operation of 

elementary twinning dislocations from surface during the detwinning of a {1 1 -2 2} twin. The 

twin boundary migrated one {1 1 -2 2} layer every step, implying the operation of elementary 

twinning dislocations. The positions of individual twin boundaries are marked by color-coded 

straight lines. Panel (c) shows a state of twinning dislocation nucleation. The symmetrical K2 and 

K2’ planes are marked by zigzag lines; the magnitude of shear was indicated by translation of the 

basal planes along the shear direction. Scale bar in (a), 1 nm. 

 

It should be noted that the process shown in Figure 7.2 is a detwinning process of a {1 1 -

2 2} twin. The same twinning shear and type of dominant twinning dislocation were revealed in 

the twinning growth process (see Figure 7.3).  
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Figure 7.3 Sequential atomic resolution images showing the {1 1 -2 2} twinning growth via 

elementary twinning dislocations. The twinning shear can be measured by tracking the 

movement of basal (K2) planes. Zig-zag lines indicate the symmetrical K2 and K2’ planes. White 

arrow indicates the migration of a basal plane as the twin expands one {1 1 -2 2} layer. Scale bar 

in (a), 500 pm.  

 

It should be noted that the measured twinning shear is slightly lower than the theoretical 

value (~1.24) for Re, which may be related to the experimental error or the presence of minor 

atomic shuffles on the twinning plane along the twinning shear direction. Though, based on 

topological analysis, no atomic shuffle is required in the {1 1 -2 2} twinning process when K2 is 

the basal plane. The step height of the dominant twinning dislocation strongly supports the fact 

that basal plane is K2, as in any other choices of K2, {1 1 -2 -4} or {1 1 -2 -6}, the elementary 

twinning dislocation would not be stable.  

It should be noted that such an exceptionally large twinning shear was believe 

unrealistic19,66, considering that it would require large strain accommodation in bulk samples.  In 

our case, due to the small sample sizes, no mechanism of strain accommodation for the large 

twinning shear was needed, because the twin penetrated through the whole cross-section of the 

nanocrystal since nucleation. This is essentially different from grains embedded inside a 
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polycrystalline bulk sample wherein the twinning lamella could never reach the sample surface 

and hence would require significant amount of plastic deformation in front of the twin tip to 

accommodate the twinning shear19. Therefore, the choice of K2 and attendant large twinning 

shear should have been prompted by the small sample size. Additionally, previous molecular 

dynamics simulations revealed that complex atomic shuffles could be unfavorable in the 

relatively low temperatures59. The room temperature in our experiment condition may have 

prompted the twinning to choose an easy-shuffle way. 

7.3.3 Nucleation and mobility of twinning dislocations from surface 

A snapshot on the nucleation process of an elementary twinning dislocation was captured in 

Figure 7.2c. As indicated by the green and red markers, shear distributed inhomogenously on the 

{1 1 -2 2} twin boundary during the process; the shear was largest on the surface ~0.9, gradually 

decreased away from the surface and finally diminished at ~3.8nm into the crystal (i.e. ~26 times 

the │bt│, Burgers vector of the twinning dislocation). These results indicate that the elementary 

twinning dislocations were highly dissociated during nucleation from the surface. 

It was further captured that the twinning dislocations were fairly mobile (see Figure 7.4), 

consistent with previous simulations59,61,64. Note that the speed of the elementary twinning 

dislocations varied from case to case between ~0.1 nm/s to >1nm/s. Additionally, the twinning 

dislocation might have a wide core (~1.2 nm or ~8 times of its Burgers vector) which could be 

accountable for the mobility of the twinning dislocations63. Though, it was also possible that the 

twinning dislocation was just not edge-on. 
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Figure 7.4 Sequential atomic resolution TEM snapshots showing the migration of the {1 1 -2 2} 

twin boundary via the movement of elementary twinning dislocation (indicated by block 

arrows). Sections of the twin boundaries were color-coded. Scale bar, 1 nm. 

 

7.3.4 Interaction between the basal slip and the {1 1 -2 2} twinning growth 

Figure 7.5 shows the interaction between the basal slip and the {1 1 -2 2} twinning. An <a>-type 

dislocation was emitted from the upper-left corner of the twin at 0s; it glided along the basal 

plane and intersected the twin boundary (see yellow arrow and markers in the 2s snapshot). The 

dislocation was temporarily arrested by the twin boundary. A rough measurement on the lattice 

spacing nearby the intersection showed that the local compressive strain increased before the 

basal dislocation penetrated the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary and transited onto the matrix (see 3s 
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snapshots), implying a strengthening effect of this process. Interestingly, this process incurred 

the advancement of the twin boundary by one {1 1 -2 2} layer, manifesting that the basal slip 

assisted the twinning growth.  

 

 

Figure 7.5 Sequential atomic resolution TEM snapshots showing the interaction process of a 

basal dislocation with a {1 1 -2 2} twin. Red arrows indicate the reference point. Green lines 

indicate the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundaries. Numbers indicate the step heights of the steps (or 

twinning dislocations) on the twin boundary. Scale bar, 1 nm. 

 

To understand the dislocation “reactions” associated with the observed process in Figure 

7.5, topological analysis was carried out (see Figure 7.6). First of all, the Burgers vectors of the 

original dislocation in the twin and the on-going dislocation in the matrix were determined. 

Based on the atomic image of the dislocation (see Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6d), the Burgers 
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vector of the on-going dislocation in the matrix should be one of the <a>-type that inclined 30o 

with respect to the viewing direction; thereby, the “apparent” Burgers vector (or edge 

component) in current view was only 1/2<a>. It should be noted that, based on the surface edge 

generated by the dislocation emission (see 0~2s snapshots in Figure 7.5), the original dislocation 

in the twin should also be a 30o <a> dislocation. As such, it was not a dislocation transmutation 

process24 and the dislocation type and magnitude of the Burgers vector remained invariant before 

and after the penetration. 

As shown in the atomic model of the basal plane (Figure 7.6b-c), the Burgers vector of 

the original dislocation in the twin could dissociate into two Shockley partials according to <a1> 

= <b1> + <bs>; and the Burgers vector of the on-going dislocation in the matrix could dissociate 

according to <a2> = <b2> + <bs>; wherein, <b1> and <b2> were partial dislocations containing 

edge components of the original and on-going dislocations; <bs> was the partial dislocation 

containing only the screw component which was invariant in the reaction. The transition of the 

original dislocation into the on-going dislocation was essentially <a1> → <a2>, or <b1> → <b2>. 

To keep the Burgers vector consistent, an additional dislocation (hereinafter referred to as <b3>) 

must be generated to satisfy <a1> = <a2> + <b3> or <b1> = <b2> + <b3>. As illustrated in the 

atomic model of the shear plane (Figure 7.6a), the <b3> was actually the shear component of an 

elementary (“single-layer”) twinning dislocation. In other words, the transition process of the 

basal dislocation (or, <a1> → <a2>) through the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary would generate a 

twinning dislocation (<b3>) on the twin boundary.  
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Figure 7.6 Topological analysis of the reaction between an <a> dislocation and the {1 1 -2 2} 

twin boundary. (a) Schematic image of the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary viewing along <1 0 -1 0>. 

The twin and matrix were colored red/yellow and blue/cyan, respectively. The green line 

indicates the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary. (b-c) Atomic model of basal planes in the twin and 

matrix. Black arrows indicate the Burgers vectors of the basal dislocations. Blue arrows indicate 

the screw components of the Burgers vectors. Yellow and cyan arrows indicate the Burgers 

vectors of the other partial dislocations with edge components. Green arrow in (a) indicate the 

Burgers vector of the twinning dislocation. (d) Enlarged HRTEM image (filtered) of the <a> 

dislocation viewing along the <1 0 -1 0> direction. 

 

It should be noted that the dislocation reaction equation <a1> = <a2> + <b3> can also be 

written as <a1> + <-b3> = <a2>, meaning that the elementary twinning dislocation with negative 

shear component (i.e. <-b3>) can assist the penetration process. In fact, this is exactly what has 
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been observed in experiments (see Figure 7.5). Comparing the 0s and 3s snapshots, the (b2, h2) 

twinning dislocation in the vicinity of the intersection transformed into an elementary twinning 

dislocation after the basal dislocation penetrated through the twin boundary, in the meantime the 

twin boundary thickened by one {1 1 -2 2} layer. 

It has been widely reported in FCC metals that the interaction between dislocations and 

twin boundaries can “fuel” the twinning dislocations for twinning growth53. As for HCP metals, 

similar mechanism has been developed for twinning growth80, known as Serra-Bacon 

mechanism, which however remains a theoretical contention for decades. The in situ observation 

in Figure 7.5 presents unprecedented direct evidence to this mechanism. 

7.3.5 Three-fold twinning on {1 1 -2 2} and {1 1 -2 1} 

Due to the fact that both {1 1 -2 1} and {1 1 -2 2} twinning could be formed under tension along 

<c> axis, the {1 1 -2 1} twinning and the {1 1 -2 2} twinning were usually nucleated 

simultaneously in our observations, forming a unique three-fold twinning (as shown in Figure 

7.7). The three-fold twinning showed exceptional plasticity by the cooperative motion of 

associated twin boundaries. Typically, as shown in the sequential atomic-resolution TEM images 

in Figure 7.7a, one {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary (on the left) did not move; while the {1 1 -2 2} twin 

boundary and {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary (on the right) migrated cooperatively. When {1 1 -2 2} 

twin boundary advanced one layer (corresponding to the passage of an elementary twinning 

dislocation on the {1 1 -2 2} plane), the {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary advanced three half-layers of 

{1 1 -2 1} (corresponding to the passage of three (b1/2, h1/2) twinning dislocations on {1 1 -2 1}). 

This process was reversible upon reverse loading. 
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To understand the fundamental reason for the observed cooperative twinning, topological 

analysis on the migration of the triple-twin-junction was carried out (see Figure 7.7b). The {1 1 -

2 1} twin boundary on the left was kept sessile by translating the triple-junction along the <1 1 -2 

-6> direction (i.e. along the left {1 1 -2 1} twinning). Obviously, the advancement of each {1 1 -

2 2} plane translated to the advancement of three half-layers of the right {1 1 -2 1} plane. In 

other words, each elementary twinning dislocation on the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary dissociated 

into three (b1/2, h1/2) twinning dislocations on the {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary. This topological 

analysis is fully consistent with the TEM observations.  

 

 

Figure 7.7 Movement mechanism of a {1 1 -2 1}-{1 1 -2 2} 3-fold twinning. (a) Sequential 

atomic-resolution images showing the migration of the 3-fold twinning junction. The viewing 

direction was <1 0 -1 0>. Dash lines indicate twin boundaries; the color corresponds to the time 

of capture. White lines indicate the basal (B) planes. Numbers indicate the number of dominant 

twinning dislocations required to complete the migration of the twin boundaries. Scale bar, 500 

pm. (b) Topological analysis of the process in panel (a). Red arrows indicate the shear during the 

migration of the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary.  
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Multiple-fold twinning have been widely reported in both FCC171 and HCP metals23,64, 

which were believed to contribute to the strength of the materials23,172. The in situ observations 

here provide an detailed picture of the mechanical responses of the three-fold twinning in HCP 

crystals; the results further supported the conclusion regarding the nature of dominate twinning 

dislocations in {1 1 -2 1} and {1 1 -2 2} twinning. The cooperative mechanism shown above 

further supported the exceptionally large twinning shear generate by the {1 1 -2 2} twinning. The 

total Burgers vector carried by the three (b1/2, h1/2) twinning dislocations on {1 1 -2 1} had a 

magnitude of 3a/2√(4𝛾2+1), i.e. ~1.2 Å, which was fairly consistent with that carried by an 

elementary twinning dislocation on the {1 1 -2 2} plane (a/√(𝛾2+1), ~1.4 Å, in case K2 was 

basal). In contrast, if the K2 plane for {1 1 -2 2} twinning was {1 1 -2 -4} plane (according to 

classical prediction19), the shear carrying by the single layer twinning dislocation on {1 1 -2 2} 

would be a(𝛾2-2)/√(𝛾2+1), i.e. ~0.29 Å, which was much smaller than that carried by three (b1/2, 

h1/2) twinning dislocations on {1 1 -2 1}; and hence the observed mechanism in Figure 7.7 would 

not be feasible. It should be noted that, though the observation proved the existence of a tension 

twinning mode with {1 1 -2 2} twinning plane, it does not disapprove the validity of the classical 

compression twinning mode on {1 1 -2 2} in which the K2 plane should be {1 1 -2 -4}. 

7.4 CONCLUSION 

The {1 1 -2 2} twinning in HCP Re nanocrystals has been interrogated by in situ atomic-

resolution TEM. Several “surprising” but unambiguous conclusions can be made on the 

fundamentals of this twinning mode. First, the {1 1 -2 2} twinning can be a tension twin with the 

basal plane as K2. This finding stands in contrast to the conventional {1 1 -2 2} contraction 
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twinning wherein {1 1 -2 -4} plane is the K2 plane. Second, based on direct measurements on the 

sequential atomic-resolution snapshots of the twinning process, the twinning shear was 

determined to be ~1.1. This result provides direct experimental evidence to the molecular 

dynamics simulations in literatures which are deemed “unlikely” previously. Based on the 

topological analysis and measured twinning shear, no or trivial shuffle is involved in the 

observed twinning mode. The choice of basal over {1 1 -2 -6} plane as the K2 plane implies that 

“simple shuffles” rather than “small twinning shear” may be the dominate factor for the {1 1 -2 

2} twinning at room temperature in nanocrystals. The large twinning shear associated with the 

observed twinning mode may have been prompted by the nanoscale sample size. Third, the 

dominant twinning dislocation in the observed twinning mode is elementary twinning dislocation 

which is fairly mobile and has a Burgers vector of 1/(3𝛾2+3) <1 1 -2 -3>. The twinning 

dislocation was highly dissociated during nucleation (width > 26│bt│).  

In addition, the penetration of an <a> dislocation through the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary 

was found to incur twinning growth, through the reaction of the basal dislocation with a twinning 

dislocation. This observation may be an evidence for the dislocation-assisted twinning growth 

mechanism in HCP metals80. The {1 1 -2 2} tension twinning mode and {1 1 -2 1} tension 

twinning mode can nucleate and operate together, in the form of three-fold twinning structure 

composing two {1 1 -2 1} and one {1 1 -2 2} twin boundaries. The three-fold twinning is fairly 

mobile through the cooperation of twinning dislocations. 
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8.0  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In situ TEM has been used to investigate the mechanisms of deformation twinning in HCP 

metals at atomic-scale. The results reveal unprecedentedly unambiguous mechanisms of {1 0 -1 

2} twinning, {1 1 -2 1} twinning, {1 1 -2 2} twinning, and HCP↔FCC phase transformations in 

HCP metals. Summary and conclusions are as follows, 

{1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation and growth in HCP nanocrystals were dominated by P→B 

and B→P transformations which, though did not generate the mirror symmetry of an ideal {1 0 -

1 2} twin, established the same lattice correspondence as that of an ideal {1 0 -1 2} twin. As a 

result of the unique mechanism, the twinning nucleation was dominated by normal strains on the 

prismatic plane (or basal plane) rather than shear strain on the twinning plane, giving rise to the 

non-Schmid effect. For example, the twinning nucleation could be prompted by the compressive 

strain of an <a> dislocation on the basal plane. Additionally, the incipient twinning was 

primarily bonded by the P│B and B│P interfaces which had no mirror symmetry. The twin 

boundaries retreated to coherent twin boundaries upon unloading thereafter, and further 

detwinning and instant reloading were mediated by (b2, h2) twinning dislocations. This 

observation unambiguously proves that the classical twinning dislocation mechanism is indeed 

operative in {1 0 -1 2} twinning. Though, the twinning dislocation mechanism was apparently 

not dominant in the twinning formation of HCP nanocrystals. These in situ observations 

demonstrate that the co-existing CTB and B│P-type interfaces in extensive ex situ observations 
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may well be a detwinned structure. Due to the fact that the twinning can proceed in a “shuffle-

dominated” manner, it has weak interaction with matrix dislocations and contaminant 

dislocations in front of the twin tip. 

Two new HCP→FCC transformation mechanisms were revealed. The FCC structure 

formed from a HCP lattice by (1 0 -1 0)hcp→(1 1 1)fcc transformation or (1 0 -1 1)hcp→(1 1 1)fcc 

transformation. The in situ observation on transformation via HCP (1 0 -1 0) to FCC (1 1 1) 

presents a direct evidence for interfacial defect-mediated martensitic transformation. Subsequent 

transformation from (1 1 1)fcc→(0 0 0 1)hcp demonstrates that the FCC phase is capable of 

mediating grain rotation (including the {1 0 -1 2} twinning). These findings reveal a 

multifunctional role of the FCC phase in the deformation of HCP metals, and particularly, 

demonstrate a novel twinning mechanism. In addition, these new mechanisms and the previously 

reported HCP→FCC transformation mechanisms were subsumed under the analysis of lattice 

correspondence. The combined investigation of lattice correspondence analysis and in situ TEM 

demonstrates a new paradigm for exploring the non-diffusional transformation mechanisms in 

materials. 

Twinning elements, twinning shear, and dominant twinning dislocations in the {1 1 -2 1} 

twinning process were unprecedentedly revealed here. Consistent with the predictions of the 

classical twinning theories, the in situ results indicated that the conjugate twinning plane was 

basal plane, the twinning shear was ~0.65, the twinning growth and detwinning were shear-

dominated processes mediated by twinning dislocations on the twinning plane. However, the 

dominant twinning dislocations were not (b1, h1) twinning dislocations (as predicted by the 

classical twinning theories) but (b1/2, h1/2) twinning dislocations. Twinning dislocations with 

much larger step heights were also observed occasionally, but showed much lower overall 
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mobility comparing with (b1/2, h1/2). Moreover, direct evidence for atomic shuffles involving in 

the twinning process was discovered, indicating that alternative basal planes shuffled ~1/6<-1 1 0 

0> during the twinning and {1 1 -2 1} twin boundary had no mirror symmetry. These findings 

uncovered an unambiguous atomic-scale picture of the {1 1 -2 1} twinning process and provided 

direct experimental evidences to the classical twinning theories and recent simulations. 

{1 1 -2 2} tension twinning in HCP crystals was unprecedentedly discovered by using in 

situ TEM. The results unambiguously showed that, dramatically different from the conventional 

idea, the {1 1 -2 2} twinning could be a tension twinning with (0 0 0 1) K2 plane. Thereby, the 

twinning showed extremely large twinning shear (~1.1) and was dominated by elementary 

twinning dislocations. The choice of the basal plane rather than the {1 1 -2 -6} plane as the K2 

implied that “simple shuffles” rather than “small twinning shear” may be the dominate factor for 

twinning in HCP nanocrystals. In this new twinning mode, the basal <a> dislocation could 

penetrate the {1 1 -2 2} twin boundary, slip on the basal plane in the twin, and meanwhile assist 

the twinning growth. Additionally, the tension twin nature of the observed {1 1 -2 2} twinning 

enabled a synergy of {1 1 -2 1} twinning and {1 1 -2 2} twinning, forming a unique three-fold 

twinning structure which was mobile via a cooperative motion of twinning dislocations on the {1 

1 -2 1} and {1 1 -2 2} twinning planes. 

Finally, it should be noted that, in early days, the study on deformation twinning was 

limited by insufficient clear microscopic evidences; and hence assumptions had to be made to 

stringently describe and interpret these transformations. With the advancement of high resolution 

microscopy, more and more clear evidences were obtained that confront the classical 

expectations. To unravel the controversies between classical twinning theories and ex situ 

experimental observations, it is highly desired to think outside of the box and rigorously verify 
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the new models or mechanisms. Here, by using state-of-the-art atomic-resolution in situ TEM, 

the transformation mechanisms associated with various twinning modes were unprecedentedly 

revealed. The results unambiguously established atomic mechanisms of various twinning modes, 

provided much-needed results that resolved long-standing confusions and controversies in the 

twinning behaviors of HCP metals, and most importantly, demonstrated a paradigm-shifting 

view that mechanisms of twinning were essentially interfacial processes conforming to the lattice 

correspondence and were not necessarily confined to a single twinning plane. 
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9.0  OUTLOOK 

9.1 ON THE APPLCATIONS OF THE FINDINGS 

First, the atomic mechanisms in this dissertation can provide physics-based strategic guidance to 

the twinning/phase-transformation-based alloy design and processing. Following examples 

demonstrate the possible applications of the findings along this line. Since {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

can grow extensively at low stress-state and mediate early stage of deformation in HCP 

metals92,98, it is necessary to suppress the {1 0 -1 2} twinning nucleation and growth in order to 

increase the strength of HCP metals. Referring to the mechanisms of {1 0 -1 2} twinning 

nucleation and growth, an effective way is increasing the energy (or decreasing the stability) of 

B│P-type interfaces by e.g. alloying; thereby, the twin boundary energy of the twin (and 

embryo) will increase, providing a higher barrier for twinning nucleation as well as a higher 

thermodynamic driving force for the B│P-type interfaces converting to CTB; and hence classical 

twinning dislocation mechanism has to work and interact with traditional hardening elements 

(e.g. precipitates and matrix dislocations). Another way to suppress the {1 0 -1 2} twinning can 

be pinning the CTB by sequential alloying, pre-deformation and annealing. According to our 

findings, through pre-deformation and unloading, the B│P-type twin boundary will firstly be 

activated and then convert to CTB; subsequent annealing will allow the alloying elements to 

diffuse and segregate on the composite CTB and at the core of twinning dislocations on the CTB; 
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in principle, the segregation of alloying elements on the CTB can increase the kinetic barrier for 

further twinning growth. Thereafter, further deformation will have to rely on nucleation of new 

{1 0 -1 2} twins which require higher stress since the easy nucleation sites have been consumed 

in the pre-deformation. Impressively, this strategy has been validated by a recent study13, though 

the fundamental reason was not fully understood or elaborated in that paper. As shown in 

Chapter 5, FCC phase can assist the deformation of HCP metal in several ways, e.g. assisting 

reversible deformation, {1 0 -1 2} twinning, and grain rotation. In addition, the FCC regions 

themselves can supply profuse dislocation modes; especially, in the newly discovered 

transformation mechanisms, the hard HCP-<c> direction on prismatic plane is transformed to the 

soft FCC-<1 1 -2> direction on {1 1 1} plane, or the hard HCP-<1 2 -3 1> direction on {-1 1 0 

1} plane to FCC-<1 1 -2> direction on {1 1 1} plane, meaning that the these HCP→FCC 

transformation mechanisms can facilitate deformation along hard directions of the original HCP 

grain and hence increase its ductility. In addition, the FCC│HCP interface can be a barrier for 

dislocations and hence contribute to hardening of the material. As such, prompting the 

HCP→FCC transformations and achieving a “dynamic dual phase structure” may lead to a 

combined increase of strength and ductility, as hinted by a recent study on dual-phase high-

entropy alloys starting from FCC7.  

Secondly, the findings point to interesting and promising directions for future researches, 

e.g., exploring new mechanisms of HCP→FCC phase transformation, shear-shuffle competition 

and shuffle-dominated mechanisms in low-shear twinning modes in other double-lattice or 

multiple-lattice crystal structures, effect of surface doping/adsorbent on twinning nucleation, and 

sample size-effect on twinning elements. In addition, the atomic-resolution findings can be 
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directly compared with computer simulations, to validate the simulations methods for better 

computational study on issues that currently beyond the capability of in situ TEM.  

It should be noted that the results in this dissertation were obtained from nanosized 

samples; and hence the validity of the conclusions can be questioned when extending them to 

bulk HCP metals. Yet, considering the great answerability of the findings to previous ex situ and 

macroscopic findings, it is fairly reasonable to expect the same mechanistic pictures in bulk HCP 

metals. In classical theories of twinning and martensitic transformation, the minimum shear 

strain is favorable in that the strain accommodations required for the deformation in confined 

volume is kept to the minimum. By contrast, in nanosized samples, the volume confinement is 

considerably released by the free surface and hence the “minimum shear assumption” may 

become unnecessarily stringent when it conflicts with the requirement of “simple atomic 

shuffles”. As such, the “size effect” on the twinning elements may warrant further study. On the 

other hand, the nanosized samples are very suitable for the in situ TEM study on transformation 

mechanisms in materials. The nanosized dimension makes the sample transparent to the electron 

beam in TEM and enables the study to be carried out at atomic resolution. In addition, nanosized 

sample can be easily made defect-free, offering a clean system for the study without the 

complication from other defects. Moreover, the high strain tolerance and defect-scarce state of 

nanosized samples make it possible to obtain high stress state in nanocrystals31,33,35,161; and hence 

interfacial processes, which required high activation stresses and were hardly achievable in bulk 

samples, could be activated in nanocrystals26,28,173. Thereby, nanocrystal shows more flexible 

transformation pathways than its bulk counterpart, and hence is a better choice for the study of 

transformation mechanisms. To reveal more evidences to the shear and shuffle competition (see 
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Chapter 4 and 7), similar in situ TEM studies on other double-lattice and multiple-lattice crystal 

structures using nanosized samples are highly desired.  

9.2 ON THE FUTURE OF IN SITU TEM FOR MECHANICAL BEHAVIORS OF 

MATERIALS 

So far, researches on mechanical behaviors of materials using in situ TEM, including this study, 

are limited by several drawbacks. First, the test environments (e.g. high vacuum, room 

temperature, single stimulus) are more or less different from the practical working conditions of 

the materials. As a result, there are always concerns regarding the validity of the findings to 

materials in real application. Future in situ TEM technologies for mechanical studies should be 

able to mimic the real working condition of the materials, by heating/cooling/biasing the sample 

and establishing desired gas environment for the in situ mechanical experiments. These can be 

realized by modifying the TEM holder or the TEM; and thanks to the development of 

environmental TEM (ETEM) technology, some achievements have been made174,175.  

Second, the temporal resolution of the TEM is still low, making it hard to capture fast 

transformations such as nucleation process of the martensite. In addition, the electron beam 

sometimes has significant impact on the experiment, e.g. by heating, sputtering and decomposing 

the sample. The dynamic TEM is not readily applicable in mechanical studies176,177. The high 

speed cameras seems to be the best solution so far to capture the fast transformations and to 

reduce the beam effects by enabling low does imaging178. 

Third, it has been difficult to carry out atomic-resolution operando study whilst 

accurately recording the stress-strain curve; and hence the stress-strain responses cannot be 
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unambiguously linked to the atomic-scale microstructural changes. The problem mainly lies in 

the mechanical stability of the mechanisms used for detecting the stress and strain. 

Fourth, advanced sample preparation and crystal manipulation techniques are always 

needed for high resolution in situ investigation, especially in studying the dynamic interactions 

between two crystals surfaces (e.g. friction and wear process179) wherein mutual orientation of 

the two crystals must be controlled. Our recent publication174 demonstrated advanced crystal 

manipulation techniques on the basis of ETEM-AFM setup that unprecedentedly realized 

controlled contact between two crystal surfaces (including orientations of both crystals and 

mutual orientation) and enabled study on the dependence of interaction forces on mutual 

orientations and the water vapor pressure in the environment. Automatic apparatus for enabling 

similar crystal manipulations are under development in several institutions.  

In sum, the challenges in in situ TEM study on mechanical behaviors of materials have 

been listed. Possible solutions and future research directions are discussed. 
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